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( ) DRAFT ( X ) FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATEHeNT

TREXLER LAKE

JORDAN CREEK,

PENNSYLVANIA

SUMMARY

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE: U. S. ARMY ENGINEER DISTRICT, PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

1. Name of Action: ( X ) Administrative ( ) Legislative

2. Description of Action. The Trexler project is located in Lehigh County
in southeastern Pennsylvania. The dfm site is located on Jordan Creek about
seven and one-half miles northwest of the City of Allentown, Pennsylvania.

The proposed development recommends an earth and rockfill embankment
130 feet high at the maximum section with a crest length of 820 feet. The
lake would have a surface area of 1,220 acres and extend about 8.6 miles
upstream when filled to the top of the conservation pool. Other principal
items include the relocation of approximately 3.4 miles of roads, as well as
nower and telephone lines. The recreation plan inc]udes four public access
recreation areas along the lake. Sewage collection and treatment will be
provided as part of the recreation facilities.

3a. Environmental Impacts. The project will -iodif", th environmental
setting by creating a lake to provide for supplies of water, 'lood control
and recreation by means of an earth and rockfill embankment. Implementation
of the project will require relocation of roads, electric lines and tele-
phone lines. Four recreation areas will be provided. Fluctuation of the
pool level for storage and release will cause some shorelinp exposure. Ad-
verse effects of fluctuation will be minimized by construction features.
Shallow waters in the tributaries may produce algae. Uildlife disnlaced by
the lake will find new habitat in mitigation lands. Clearing operations
and construction scars will be minimized by reforestation and landscaini.
The project iwill assist in maintaining the water table in surrounding areas.
The lake will attract and provide habitat for waterfowl from the nearby
North American Flyway and introduce the potential for an expanded fishery.
It is expected that the project will influence the regional economy by
providing a nucleus around which now residential and commercial intersts
will locate and from which existing commercial enterprises can expand their
public exposure.
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3b. Adverse Environmental Effects. The impoundment will convert 8.6
miles of free-flowing stream to slack water. The aesthetic and intrinsic
characteristics of the rural valley will be modified. Productive farmland
will be lost, tax ratable lands will be removed from the county rolls,
natural wildlife habitat will be eliminated and 507 of Lowhill Township
will be acquired for the project. The spillway will create a large land
cut readily observable from the Trexler Game Preserve and project over-
looks. The location of the spillway limits expansion of the Came Prr-
serve and confines multiple Federal and non-Pederal uses to the narriY
tip of the peninsula. The full effect of natural flushing and cleansing
occasioned by seasonal high flows will be reduced.

4. Alternatives. Four alternatives were considered.

a. No development.

b. An alternate project located elsewhere to serve the same purposes
of this project.

c. A series of small reservoirs throughout the Jordan Creek Basin.

d. Regulation of flood plain development and development of local protection.

5. Comments Requested.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Delaware River Basin Commission
Department of Environmental Resources

Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs
Environmental Protection Agency in Lehigh County
Region IIl

Lehigh County Agricultural and
Joint Planning Commission fome Economics Extension Association
Lehigh/Northampton Counties

Lehigh County Soil and Water
Lehigh County Authority Conservation District

Lehi-h River Restoration Association U. S. Departnent of the Interior
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife

U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare Pennsylvania State Planning Board

U. S. Department of Agriculture U. S. Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Stabilization and Soil Conservation Service
Research Service (Administrator)
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U. S. Department of Agriculture U. S. Departme.nt of Agriculture

Soil Conservation Service Soil Conservation Service
Regional Technical Service Center State Conservationist (Pennsylvania)

U. S. Department of the Interior U. S. Department of Housing and
Office of Environmental Project Review Urban Development

Assistant Secretary for Community
U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Planning and Management
Development
Regional Administrator, Region III Regional Federal 11ihway Administrator

Region II
U. S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation

6. Draft Statement to CEQ 28 July 1972.

7. Final Statement to CEQ ....... _ .
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TREXLER LAKE
JORDAN CREEK, LEHIGH COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

1. Project Description

a. Authority. The Trexler Lake project is a major element of the
comprehensive plan for the development of water resources of the Delmare
River Basin, as set forth in House Document No. 522, 87th Congress, 2d
Session. The comprehensive plan, approved by the Flood Control Act of
1962, Public Law 87-874, 87th Congress, dated 23 October 1962, authorized
the Federal construction of eight major projects to aid in providing for
the planned Delaware River Basin water resources development bv the year
2010.

b. Location. The project is located on the Jordan Creek in Lehigh
County 1/, southeastern Pennsylvania, a~proxrately 50 and 7-1/2 air
miles northwest of Philadelphia and Allentmn, Pennsylvania, respectivclv.
The dam site is located 12 miles above the confluence of the Jordan Creek
with the Lehigh River. Schnecksville is the closest village to the dar-
site, a distance of 1-1/2 miles to the northeast.

c. Major Project Features. The proposed project development is an
earth and rockfill embankment 130 feet hiph at the maximum section, ith
a crest length of 820 feet. The embankment will contain 6r 5,00O cubic
yards of material.

A planned 200 foot wide spillway is to be excavated through thc riddle
on the right abutment at an elevation of 504 feet. The spillwav will not
contain any control gates, as its use will he necessitated only in the case
of the once in a hundred year predicted flood. The spillav design flood
requires a discharge capability of 25,400 cfs at a nool elevation of 516
feet mean sea level. The area of the summer conservation pool (elevation
497) is 1311 acres and will have a shoreline of approximately 40 miles.
The area of the flood control pool (elevation 504) covers 1481 acres and
will have a shoreline of 47 miles.

The outlet works will consist of a gated intake structure, outlet
conduit and stilling basin. The outlet will be capable of discharging
about 2,630 cfs at pool elevation 504. A multilevel withdrawal system
for water supply has been incorporated in the design of the outlet worl-s
at the request of the Delaware River Basin Commission. The withdrawal
system will provide for downstream releases. Pool level will be maintained
as nearly as possible at the top of the conservation pool.

1/ Location map of project area - Figures 1-1 and 1-1(a), p,. -3
and 9-4.
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There is no planned hydroelectric power development at Trexler Lale.
In the view of the Federal Power Commission "the relativel small power
potential associated with the Trexler multipuirpose reservoir prolect
would not he economically feasible for development "2/. Also, in analyz-
ing the topography around the perimeter of the reservoir, there appears
to be no feasible location for the development of a pumped storage power
facility.

Real estate acquisition totaling 4,432 acres will he required for the
lake project and its recreation and wildlife mitigation features. Other
principal items inrlude the relocation of power lines, telephone lines and
approximatley 3.4 miles of roads.

d. Lake and Planned Recreation Facility. The lenrth of Trexler
Reservoir will be about 8.1 miles when filled to the normal conservation
pool of 493 feet, m.s.l. The lake will expand to 8.6 miles !7hen fIlled
to the flood control pool of 504 feet m.s.l. The normal conservation pool
will have a surface area of 1220 acres and a total volume of 41,010 acre
feet. The greatest width of the lake under normal conditions will be
2000 feet with an average width of less than 1000 feet. The average depth

of the reservoir will be 50 feet.

Along the shores of the reservoir four recreation areFas will be
developed to provide picnicking, camping, hiking, hunting, fishing, boating,
and sightseeing; a visitor center will 1he provided at the dam site.NPending
the results of further water quality studies being conducted presently
in coordination with the Environmental ilrotection A encv and the Commom.ealth
of Pennsylvania, it appears that swimming and other water contact sports 7ill
also be included in the recreation plan.\ Access into -assivc areas are via in-
ternal roads and controls will be provided to eliminate: traffic congestion;
one of the factors used in determining the annual use rate considers th-
ability of the land to absorb visitors. Trash and litter will be removed
on a daily basis from the recreational areas.

It is Corps policy to maximize the aesthetic value of a natural set-
ting in the development of all recreation sites. Also sewage facilities
will be provided at all the planned recreation areas. The environmental
impacts of the proposed recreational facilities at Trexler Lake will be
discussed in more detail in Section 3 of this document. An expected
ultimate visitation of 424,500 visitors annually is planned with a daily
design load of 5,754 visitors, which includes swimming, fishing, boating,
picnicking, hiking and playground activities. In addition to the planned
Corps of Engineers recreation facilities, the development of the Trexler
Game preserve by Lehigh-Northampton Counties is planned to accommodate
350,000 visitors annually.

2/ FPC letter of 21 April 1966.
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e. Proposed Lake Operating Proram. The drainagp area of Jordan

Creev. upstream from the proposed dam is 52.0 square miles. Water will
be impounded in Trexler Reservoir during periods of hi!7h runoff to reduce

the downstream flood stage at Allentown. During other flow periods,

releases will be regulated in order to maximize the water resource benefits

of the lake without hindering downstream flow requirements. Controlled

release rates will vary between 5 cfs during normal flot periods to a

maximum of 2000 cfs in periods of flood flow. The safe downstream

channel capacity of Jordan Creek is determined to be 2000 cfs.

The operating rule curve 3/ for the Trexler Lake indicates maintenance of

a normal conservation pool elevation of 493 feet m.s.l. until 22 farch.

For the time period of 22 April through 16 July, the volume of the lake

will be increased an additional 4,960 acre feet to elevation 497 feet

m.s.l. The summer pool elevation will then be decreased again to 493

feet by 15 August to provide for maximum flood control storage during

the primary hurricane season. The principle behind the operating rule

curve is that of storing water during the normally high spring runoff

period for continued use during the usually dry summer period through

August.

Because rainfall and runoff are uncontrollable events, one hundred

percent adherence to the operating rule curve cannot be expected. The

development of any hydrological model for prediction purposes is hased
on past data. The reliability of attaining expected pool elevation

levels, when compared to past flow data of Jordan Creek, can he
predicted with a degree of certainty. The minimum daily Pool elevation

probabilities presented on a monthly basis 4/ allows prediction of the

percent of occurrence of certain pool elevations. The prediction is

that the actual pool elevation will be equal to or less than the stated

elevation.

f. Proposed Storage Pool Allocation. Storage allocation of

the pool volume is determined according to project purposes 5/. The

parameters and characteristics of the various allocation pools are sum-

marized in the chart following this section.

The inactive pool volume of 1020 acre feet is reserved for expected

sediment accumulation in the reservoir over a 100 year period. In

comparison to other streams in the country, the Jordan Creek carries a

comparatively low sediment load. Provision for sediment disposal will

be explained in section three of this document.

3./ Operating Rule Curve - Figure 1-2, p. 9-5.

4/ Minimum Daily Pool Elevation Probabilities by MontIs - Figure 1-3, p. 9-6

5/ Diagram of Cross Section of Lake - Figure 1-4, p. 9-7
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The normal and summer conservation pools provide for recreation,
water supply, and flood control.

TABLE 1-1
STORAGE POOLS

Elevation in Surface Volume Cumulative
Feet above m.s.l,. area (acres) (acre feet) Storage (acre ft.)

Stream- 390 - - -
bed

Top of in- 420 99 1,020 1,020
active pool
Top of nor- 493 1,217 39,990 41,010
mal pool
(a) Top of 497 1,311

summer pool
(22 Apr - 44,950 45,970
22 Jul)

Top of flood 504 1,481 14,580 55,590
control pool

Top elev -

tion of dam 521

g. Flood Control Features of Trexler Lake. The ton of the flood
control pool is 504 feet above m.s.l. The spillwav cut is at this elevation,

and use of the spillway is a once in a hundred year occurrence. Trexler
Lake has a storage capacity above the normal pool to hold hack 4.7 billion
gallons of flood waters. The 14,58) acre-feet of flood water storage
capacity at Trexler Lake was formulated in conjunction with the flood con-
trol capabilities of the Aquashicola Project and Francis E. Walter Project
as an integral unit in the Delaware River Basin Plan.

Thp record flood occurred on 19 August 1q55 and would have pro-
duced a peak discharge of 9,520 cfs at the dam site. During this flood
period, the flood control pool at Trexler (14,530 acrr-fe, t capacitv)
would have been only 33.7 percent utilized. Table 1-1 dentifies the
five times over past history that the flood control pool at Trexler
would have been used. The chart also identifies the ,ercentage of the
flood control pool which would have been encroached in each of the five
periods.
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4 h. Water Supply Benefits Derived from Trexler Lak:e. The Delaware
U River Basin Commission is the regulatory apencv responsible for meetinp

the water supply needs of the area. Estimates of future water needs
from the Office of Commissioners of Lehigh County in 1969 reflected a
need for up to 41 million gallons of water per day by 1178. Trexler
Lake's 39,qQf acre-feet of water supply storare will provide up to
,8 of these projected water needs of Lehigh County. !:ater users in
the area will have to contract with the Delaware River Basin Commission,
as it is the commission's legal responsibility to allocate the water.
DRBC is also responsible for water sales to customers coming directly
to the Trexler Reservoir. Refer to chart 1-1.

The original plan of the Trexler Reservoir Project allocated 24,200
acre-feet of water supply storage. However, after considering the 1960-
1967 drought period experienced by the area, the water supplv storage
capacity was increased to a 39,990 acre-feet allocation. Ths expanded
water supply allocation pool will assume 72% of the total reservoir volume.
The maximum yield of the reservoir is 60 cfs and this can be met with a 987
degree of success.

Preliminary coliform tests taken in 1968 supests that a possible water
quality problem is present in Jordan Creek. However, the DRDC has contracted
for the water supply from Trexler Reservoir and has Indicated that the drink-
ing water will meet acceptable quality standards. Through modern filtration
and purification techniques, DRBC feels that providing water of hifh quality
to users will not present any problem. DRBC and the Pennsylvania Department
of Environmental Resources agreed on water quality standards for Jordan
Creek and its tributaries. Such standards will be enforced by these agencies
considering industrial, domestic and agricultural discharges into the
stream.

i. Drawdown. In the course of an average year's operating cycle as
predicted by the before-mentioned hydrology model 6/, drawdown of the al, e
would total 7-1/2 feet. However, the drawdown could he as little as 4 feet
(10% probability) or in unusual circumstances as much as 77 feet (17 nroba-
bility). Comparative annual drawdown figures for other reservoirs nation-
wide are given in Table 1-2.

During the fourteen weeks of prime summer recreation season (0 hne -
15 September), the average annual drawdown is 5-1/2 feet, or less than 3/4
inch per day. However, there is a 10% probability of a recreation season
drawdown of 23 feet. The pool elevation during Sentember, for this once in
ten year drawdown occurrence,is predicted to be 470 feet above m.s.l. To
provide for recreation during extreme drawdown conditions, all bathing
beaches and boat launching ramps will be designed to accommodate pool levels
to 464 feet above m.s.l.

6/ As presented in Design Memorandum 2a.
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T he chart shows graphically the dependable yield that will be
a available from the Delaware River Basin above Trenton as a
result o Mekd ddittans to the storage 'capacity for
supplies fvtex-, &awzing that all capacity added after

LA 1965, ex Opt. Cauumville Reservoir, is operated 'to provide

0 maximum a entattionhlf flows in the Delaware at Trenton.The
* contributi ni of the Trexier Lake project is noted on the chartl
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iI
J. Fishery and Wildlife Program. Boating allowed in Trexler Lake

will be zoned to provide for minimal disturbance to the aquatic ecosystem
that will develop in the lake. Fishing will be permitted throughout the
entire lake from either bank or boat access. A fishery management pro-
gram will be developed by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. There will
be 548 acres set aside for wildlife mitigation lands in the peninsula
area bounded by Mill Creek and the Jordan Creek.

The location of the mitigation lands 7/ is adjacent to existing
state game lands. A wildlife management program for these areas will be
conducted by the Pennsylvania Game Commission. The project is also ad-

lacent to the county-operated Trexler Game Preserve. A planned expansion
of this facility will eventually provide an animal zoo large enough to
accommodate 350,000 visitors annually.

k. Reservoir Clearing Operations. Clearing operations, as presently
planned, will extend downward from elevation 507 feet above m.s.l. to the
streambed. This will permit generally obstruction-free recreational use of
the lake, maintain lake water quality potential, avoid a potential nutrient
source which would cause a eutrophic condition, and minimize the maintenance
of the lake. All vegetative growth from elevation 500 downward will be cut
and removed to a maximum of 6 inches above the ground. Stumps and tree
roots will not be removed, since this process would result in loose soil and
extensive erosion, causine a serious siltation problem. Any floatable
structures will be excavated two feet below grade and then the excavations
will be backfilled and graded. All highway guard rails, debris and downed
timbers will be removed. Clearing contractors will be required to clean
and backfill all cesspools and septic tanks. Complete clearing will also
be required from elevation 500 to 507 feet; however, tree excavation will
be avoided in this area in order to maximize recreation and aesthetic bene-
fits.

To avoid wasting the project's resources, all structures and usable
timbers will be sold for salvage. Pertaining to structures, the previous
owners will have priority to the salvage rights. All unusable accumulated
material, such as brush from clearing operations,will be disposed of by the
clearing contractor in the most economical manner consistent with applicable
laws. The clearing contractor is bound to all applicable Federal, State,
and local legislation pertaining to air qualitv and waste disposal practices.

1. Current Project Status and Benefit/Cost Ratio. The Project is
Presently in the pre-construction planning stage. Real estate acquisition
is dependent on availability of funds. The project construction should
span a three year time period.

7/ Map of Trexler Reservoir Recreation Areas -- Figure 3-1, p. 9-12.

9
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The project cost estimate 7a/ at July 1971 price levels totals
$20,700,000. Of this amount, $8,835,000 are Federal costs and $11,865,000
are non-Federal 8/. The Appropriations Bill of 1972 provides for $158,900
in funds for the continuation of pre-construction planning at Trexler.

The current benefit/cost ratio for the project is 1.6 to 1.0. This
B/C ratio is based on a discount rate of 3-1/4%, which is consistent with
accepted policy of the Water Resources Council. If the project were dis-
counted at the 5-1/2. rate applicable to projects currently being justi-
fied, the benefit/cost ratio would be 1.3 to 1.0. Recreation benefits

used in computing the above benefit/cost ratios have been limited to those
accruing from direct use of Trexlr Lake project lands and waters only.
In accordance with Renate Document 97, the recreation visitor-day value
is estimated to be $1.35. This is the figure used to compute the recreation
benefits credited to the project 8a/.

7a/ Project document costs appropriately escalated are reported herein.

8/ The non-Federal costs include reimbursable costs for water supply.

8a/ A percentage breakdown of the allocated benefits derived from the
Trexler Lake Project are: Recreation 21%, Water Supply 62%,
Flood Control 17%.
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2. Environmental Setting Without the Project

2.1 Lehigh River and its Tributaries. The Lehigh River, with
a total drainage area of 1,370 square miles, is a major tributary of
the Delaware River. Rising in the Pocono Plateau of Wayne County, it
drains portions of nine northeastern Pennsylvania counties. Above the
Lehigh Gap, the Lehigh River flows swiftly through high bordering
hills. Below the Lehigh Gap, the fall of the river is more gradual.
Above the City of Allentown, the average slope of the river is 6.5
feet per mile. Below Allentown to the City of Easton, the Lehigh
River loses 68 feet in elevation in 16.5 miles of length for an average
slope of 4.0 feet per mile.

The Lehigh River passes through four distinct water quality zones
along the path from its headwaters to its confluence with the Delaware
River at Easton, Pennsylvania. An inclosed map (Figure 1-5) identi-
fies the various water quality zones of the river. The Lehigh River
clean water zone runs from the headwaters to a point four miles downriver
from White Haven, Pennsylvania. This area supports a high fishery popu-
lation. For the next 45 miles the water quality of the Lehigh River is
compromised by acid mine drainage. Because of the resulting low pH
(4.0 - 5.0) in this stretch of the river, there is practically no fish
population. Starting at the northern boundary of Lehigh-Northampton
Counties and extending to the Allentown vicinity, the Lehigh River benefits
from a recovery area. In this region, alkaline tributaries of the Lehigh
River neutralize its acidic condition. The p11 becomes neutral (7.0) by
Northampton Borough. Riota and fish food organisms are again pre-
valent, to the extent that anadromous fish species (shad) can pass through
the waters. The water quality of the Lehigh River declines again,
however, from Allentown to its confluence with the Delaware River.
The water quality in this region undergoes serious chemical and
biological degradation from industrial and domestic waste.

The Lehigh River flows through the City of Allentown in a
horseshoe-shaped fashion toward the south, winding its way around
to the northeast toward Easton, Pennsylvania. Jordan Creek, with a
drainage area of 81.0 square miles, flows generally toward the south-
east, emptying into Little Lehigh Creek a short distance from the
confluence with the Lehigh River. A map (Figure 1-6) depicts the
confluence area of the Little Lehigh Creek and Jordan Creek with the
Lehigh River.

2.2 Jordan Creek

a. General Description of Jordan Creek. The 81.0 mile
drainage basin of Jordan Creek lies within the Appalachian Valley
and Ridge physiographic province. This area is characterized by
alternating ridges and narrow valleys which trend northeast-southwest.
Topography ranges in elevation from 260 feet at the mouth of the stream
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in Allentown to about 390 feet in the stream bed at the dAn site and to
about 1500 feet in the headwaters. The basin above the dam site is
characterized primarily by agricultural and forest land. Jordan Creek
is an incised meandering stream with narrow flood plains and a gradient
of approximately 9.2 feet per mile. Rapids are present where the bedrock
s exposed in the stream bed. A terrace with an average elevation of 440

feet is located in the eastern portions of the project area on the in-
side of the meander of Jordan Creek. These associated features suggest
that Jordan Creek has been rejuvenated at least once, and is now in the
early mature stage of development.

The confluence of Jordan Creek and the Lehigh River is in
Allentown, Pennsylvania. Under normal conditions, the backwater in-
fluence of the Lehigh River on Jordan Creek is approximately 2000 feet
above the mouth of the creek.

b. Hydrology. The average annual runoff at the gauging station 9/
on Jordan Creek near Allentown averages 18.6 inches for the twenty-four
years of data (1944-1968). The mean daily discharge flow at this location
is 70 cfs which is equivalent to 18.2 inches of runoff. The average
monthly flows at Allentown have varied from 383 cfs in March of 1953 to
1.2 cfs in July 1966. The average daily flows at the gauge have
varied from 9,520 cfs on 19 August 1955 to 0.2 cfs on 19-20 September 1965.
A flow of 200 cfs or greater is experienced at Allentown 15% of the time.
However, 35% of the time a flow of less than 50 cfs is present, while
9% of the time 10 cfs or less is experienced. The 7 day - 10 year
low flow frequency is 2.2 cfs.

The mean runoff as a percent of mean precipitation is greater than
60% for the months December through April. The peak percentage is 90.9%
of precipitation going to runoff for March. The percentage is 26% or
below for the months June through October, with July representing the
lowest runoff to precipitation rate of 19.3%.

c. The Geology of Jordan Creek and the Related Water Loss Problem.

Above the proposed dam site, the Jordan Creek flows across the Martinsburg
formation where underflow and water loss are negligible. However, down-
stream from the proposed dam site between Kernsville and Allentown, the
Jordan Creek's gravel belt is underlain with extensive beds of Cambrian
and Ordovician limestone and dolomite. Limestones are dense, hard,
brittle and soluble. Subsurface channels have been dissolved out along

9/ Map of Lehigh River and Jordan Creek Confluence -- Figure 2-7, p.9-10.
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existing fractures by percolating water charged with C02. As Jordan
Creek meanders across this permeable carbonate rock region, a definite
water loss condition exists at various sections of the channel.

Loss of streamflow to underlying carbonate rocks has caused portions
of the lower reach of the Jordan Creek to become dry on an average of once
in three years, am reported by the USGS. The magnitude of loss is roughly
proportional to the flow passing over the water-losing reach, with the
largest losses occuring at the highest flow stages. The USGS has esti-
mated that there is generally a 10 loss of water in Jordan Creek due to
the sink hole conditions. According to a USGS survey, an average
annual water loss of 26 cfs occurs from Jordan Creek. The amount of
water loss In the downstream reaches is considerably higher than the
average during periods of high flows when the creek overflows its
banks onto the flood plain. During these periods, losses as high as
100 cfs have been measured.

A major portion of the groundwater outflow leaves the Jordan
Creek basin by flowing northeast through an underground aquifier sys-
tem before emptying into the Lehigh River. This water lost through
underlain carbonate rock assumes a basic nature and aids in neutralizing
the acidic nature of the Lehigh River at the confluence of the aquifier
with the river. A USGS report states, "One of the more noticeable fea-
tures on the water level map is the elongated depression in the water
table that extends from Orefield (near Stetlersville gauge) to the
Lehigh River. This trough suggests the pressure of large fractures in
the carbonate rock aquifier that readily transmit underflow from the
Jordan Creek. An average ground water flow of 17 mgd from Jordan Creek
Basin is transmitted to the Lehigh River through these fractures." 10/

Additional water loss from the Jordan Creek streambed occurs through
seepage into the underground water table. Seasonal fluctuations of ground
water in carbonate rocks are usually less than 20 feet. However, the 1960 -

1966 drought period caused groundwater levels to be below normal for
several successive years. Conversely, due to the water loss character-
istics of Jordan Creek, the groundwater table will rise rapidly in response
to an initially high rate of recharge from high runoff. As this re-
charging of the groundwater table nears completion, the rate of channel
loss diminishes. Although channel losses generally Increase proportion-
ately with higher stream flows, during prolonged peyiods of high runoff
the net channel losses can become negligible.

In portions of Jordan Creek, as the groundwater level falls below the
stream channel, surface runoff seeps into the permeable channel beds
at a rate that is sufficient to possibly cause dryness in portions of
the main stream channel. Much of this lost stream flow then re-enters

jJ/ U.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources of Lehigh County. Penn-
sylvania, Woods, Charles R., Flippo, Herbert N., Lescinsky, Joseph B.,

p. 240, 1973
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Jordan Creek downstream via springs, chiefly in the 4th Street, Helfrich's
Spring Area of Allentown. The reach of Jordan Creek from Kernsville to
Allentown 11/ can be generally classified into two water losing and two
water gaining segments. Streamflow records collected by the USGS show the
following general distribution of water gains and losses along the channel.

Kernsville to Guthsville . . . . . .. . . . . . stream loses water
Gutheville to Statleraville. . . . . . .... stream gains water

Stetlersville to Scherersville . . . ... . .. stream loses water
Scherersville to Allentown . . . . . . . stream gains water

The downstream reach of the Jordan Creek streambed consists of deep
gravel beds underlain with limestone and dolomite. In drqught coaditieps,
the normal saturated condition of the gravel beds does not exist as the
water table is lowered into the limestone and dolomite region. There-
fore,along certain surface portions that occasionally go dry in drought
periods. Jordan Creek has actually assumed the characteristics of an
underground stream with water flowing in the underground carbonate-
rock region. This underground flow eventually resurfaces downstream in
the Helfrich's Spring area.

Supplementing the natural flow of water in Jordan Creek are major
discharges from two industrial concerns. Trojan U. S. Powder Company 12/
pumps water daily from wells (capacity of 4 mgd) for use in its manu-
facturing process. The company discharges a daily average of 2.0 mgd
of waste water, after treatment, directly into the Jordan Creek. The
Lehigh Portland Cement Company owns the Fogelsville Quarry, which is
located in the vicinity of Hassen Creek. Until 1971, the quarry was in
operation and as a by-product of the mining process, approximately 10 cfs
of water was pumped from the quarry directly into Hassen Creek, a tribu-
tary of Jordan Creek 13/. During the ordinary quarry operation, a
cone of depression in the water table surrounding the excavation is created
by the continuous pumping action. In 1971 Lehigh Portland Cement Company
discontinued their Fogelsville operation, and the quarry has since filled
with water, eliminating the cone of depression. Although there is presently
no direct pump-out of water into Hassen Creek, with the filling of the
quarry the groundwater table has increased to a level where natural ground-
water flow now supplements the flow of water in the adjoining Hassen and

.L1/ See Ifture 2-7, p.- 9- 100,

12/ Location of Trojan Powder Company is noted on map - Figure 2-7.

13/ Location of Hassen Creek is noted on map - Figure 2-7.
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Jordan Creeks. This condition was indicated by the presence of a constant
flow of water (7-10 MGD) in Hassen Creek during the summer of 1971, even though
the direct pump-out from the quarry no longer exists.

During relatively dry sumners, especially those preceded by dry
springs, Jordan Creek begins to go dry in the Stetlersville area. During
periods of prolonged droughts, a potential for water loss may exist
over portions of the entire 10.2 mile reach of Jordan Creek from Kernsville
to Allentown. When extreme drought conditions are present, a continuous
dry length of the streambed can possibly extend along the eight mile reach
from Guthsville to Helfrich's Spring. Portions of the Jordan Creek Stream
channel were dry for up to four months annually during the severe 1963-1966
drought periods, as water was lost to the underground water table.

Normal runoff conditions prevailed in 1967 and 1968 with the return
of a sufficient amount of spring and sumner precipitation. As a result,
Jordan Creek maintained a continuous flow throughout its entire length
over this time period. This indicates that when the groundwater supply is
sufficiently recharged, Jordan Creek can enjoy an uninterrupted continuous
flow. However, due to a continuous loss to the Lehigh River through under-
ground aquifiers, there is always a degree of water loss in the Creek. In
the normal water losing regions of Jordan Creek, the flow did reach a
minimum of 7 cfs in the late summers of even the normal runoff years of
1968-1969.

In summary, the rate of water loss from various reaches of Jordan
Creek is primarily a result of local geological conditions. The ex-
isting deep gravel bed of Jordan Creek which is underlain with permeable
carbonate rock, in conjunction with the general level and slope of the
local water table, are the deciding factors in the extent of water loss.
Also the flow stage of the creek is lenerally a factor in the amount
of water loss, with more water loss occurring at higher fla stages.

d. _xisting and Planned Recreation Sites Along Jordan Creek

(1) Jordan Creek Park -

A general recreation park now exists alon, the banks of the
Jordan Creek in Allentown from 4th Street to U. S. Route 22. A Federal
grant has been obtained from THUD for extension of the Jordan Park from
its present limit at U. S. Route 22 to Scherersville 14/. Acquisition plans
are presently being initiated for this extension. Also the Township of
South Whitehall has received a THUD grant for acquisition of a municipal
park along Jordan Creek between Guth's Covered Bridge and Wehr's Covered
Bridge. In addition, the County has planned for 1974 an acquisition
program for all of the remaining land along the hanks of Jordan Creek up
to and including the Game Preserve, and has requested Federal aid for this

14/ Map of Existing Recreation Areas - Figure 2-8, p. 9-11.
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completion of the Jordan Creek Park. The park generally will extend ap-
proximately 200 feet from the stream banks; however, in the steeper bank
section, the acquisition could total up to 500 feet bac from the
stream. Certain sections of the Jordan Park (denoted on the map) and
Trexler Came Preserve are areas where expanded acquisition has provided
more land for recreation facilities.

(2) State Game Lands -

The Pennsylvania State Game Commission manages 1300 acres
of land on the north branch of Jordan Creek 15/. The game land, which is
available to the public for hunting at no charge, presently supports
40,000 hunter days annually. Pheasant, Cottontail Rabbit and Woodchuck
provide 65% of this game land's hunting opportunity. Also among the
area's wildlife are White Tail Deer, Squirrel, lfourning Dove, and various
waterfowl. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania has indicated their willing-
ness to develop the Federal lands acquired in conjunction with the ex-
isting State game lands. 16/

(3) Trexler Game Preserve -

The Trexler Game Preserve is an area of l,17 acres of
county owned and operated lands. Presently, the Preserve contains an
animal farm which houses bison, deer, bear, and elk, in addition to the
numerous other game species which are more native to the region. While
some animals are penned, most species are permitted to roam throughout
the area. The entire p erimeter of the preserve is enclosed by a cyclone
fence. The County has planned a 339 acre expansion of the southern por-
tion of the existing preserve at a projected cost of $1.5 million.
Also a $1.1 million expenditure is proposed by the County in order to
develop a zoo which could accommodate 350,000 visitors annually. Pro-
jected completion date for both the area expansion and zoo development
is 1973-1974.

e. Water Quality

Since 1968 periodic testing of water quality parameters has been
conducted by different Governmental agencies. The results of the studies
generally concur; however, some conflicting results have been encountered.
Generally, the Jordan Creek suffers from organic pollution from agricul-
tural runoff and animal and human wastes. However, differing coliform
counts have resulted from two water sampling programs conducted by the
Comonwealth of Pennsylvania. Pending completion of these studies, no
definite conclusion is presented as to the water quality of Jordan Creek
for water contact sports.

15/ O. Cit.

16/ Ibid.
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In 1968, a water sampling program conducted by the Corps of Engineers
and the Pennsylvania Department of Health Laboratories, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania, concluded that due to a high coliform count, the quality of water
in the proposed impoundment would not be suitable for water contact sports.
The total coliform counts discovered in this sampling were well in excess of
the 1000 MPN per 100 ml. standard of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for
water bathing purposes. This particular study consisted of six sampling
days spaced between 7 February and 20 June 17/. The streams tested were
Jordan Creek and its tributaries upstream from the proposed dam aite
location (12.0 miles from the confluence with the Lehigh River.) These
coliform tests disclosed that the chief organic pollutant source was
generally human waste, although in some cases the MPN of fecal streptococci
was more prevalent indicating an animal waste source of pollution. The
reliability of the results of this particular study may have been
compromised by the short testing period analyzed (February-June). In
addition, the time period encompassed by this particular program is
generally characterized by high runoff. Therefore, little low-flow data
was used for the derivation of conclusions from the coliform count.

The U. S. G. S. supplemented the above study by conducting a bio-
logical (macroinvertebrate collections and observations of aquatic vege-
tation) and chemical analysis of Jordan Creek from the approximate location
of the ftlite downstream to the Yourth Street Bridge, Allentown, Pennsyl-
vania (*Ile.1.8 of Jordan Creek). This study was also conducted in 1968
during the month of September.

This time period is usually characterized by low flow conditions,
when point-discharge related pollution would be the most severe. The
general conclusion that the stream declines in quality below Stetlersville
was confirmed by both the biological and chemical tests.

As a part of the biological analyses, a macroinvertebrate sampling
of the bottom material was conducted. B, surveying bottom-dwelling
macrofauna, a measure as to the extent and severity of existing pollution
in the stream can be gauged. The resultr of the Jordan Creek survey
showed that the macroinvertebrate ponulation changes from predominently
cleanwater forms at Kernsville, to clean water and facultative organisms
at Stetlersville, to facultative and pollution-tolerant forms at
Scherersville. This survey, therefore, indicates the degradation of
water quality in the downstream reaches of Jordan Creek. In conjunction
with the biological survey, aquatic vascular Plants and filamentous green
algae were observed as predominant features of the biota in the late
summer time period of the study. Water milfoil was found at some of the
stations; however, it is felt that no problem exists presently or will
develop in the near future. Water milfoil may prove to be a nuisance in
parts of the lake; the management program for this problem, should it arise,
would involve localized spot control.

17/ Bacteria Investigation, Trexler Lake.
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An interesting result of this study was the relatively low coliform
count observed. The total coliform count varied from 16 >IPN per 100 ml
to 200 MPN per 100 ml. These counts are well within acceptable limits,
and in direct conflict with the extremely high coliform counts discovered
in the February-June of 1968 water sampling tests conducted by the Corps of
Engineers and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. A possible reason for
this large disparity in counts between the two tests would be that the
one test was taken during a comparatively high runoff period (more
agricultural and animal waste) while the other test was conducted during
a comparatively low runoff period. Some consideration must be given
to the different locations where the tests were conducted. The tests that
produced high coliform counts were conducted upstream from the area of
the U. S. C. S. tests that indicated low coliform counts. Possibly
the non-point sources are upstream from the proposed dam site and lower
coliform counts can be expected downstream due to the coliform die-off
rates.

Dissolved oxygen (DO) and biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) tests con-
ducted by the U. S. G. S. indicated that the Jordan Creek changes from a
clean classification to a bad classification between qtetlersville and
Scherersville. The data collected indicated that water quality in Jordan
Creek is highly influenced by man-made wastes. Pissolved oxygen con-
centrations varied considerably over the reach studied. On 15 September 1968,
DO concentrations above Trojan Powder plant were about 7 ppm, a desirable
level. However, due to the increased BOD load from the effluent of
Trojan Powder Company, an oxygen sag exists downstream from this plant
with the DO level decreasing to 3.2 ppm at Scherersville. Another DO sag
exists at stream mile 2.0, due to the highly organic effluent of Lehigh
Valley Cooperative Dairy. The following tabulation shows DO levels at
various points along Jordan Creek based on samples taken 5 September 1968:

Stream Time Discharge DO
Mile Hrs Description cfs _ )

(above mouth
of Jordan Creek)

1.8 12:00 Noon Fourth St. Bridge 14.3 5.4
2.0 10:30 A.M. Lehigh Valley Dairy 0.18 6.8

(effluent only)
5.5 1:00 P.M. Scherersville 7.2 3.2
7.0 Trojan Powder Company
9.4 1:30 P.M. (near) Stetlersville 11.0 12.0
12.2 2:15 P.M. Hassen Cr. at mouth 14.0 10.4
12.8 2:30 P.M. Kernsville 5.2 7.0
14.0 Trexler Dam Site

An average BOD load of 1.9 mg/l was present above Stetlersville (stream
mile 9.4). However, downstream in the more polluted zone of the creek,
the BOD reading was as high as 20 mg/l.
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The conclusions reached by U. S. C. S. as a result of their study
were that the 6 mile reach of Jordan Creek from Kernsville (stream mile
13.0) to the Trojan Powder Company (stream miler 7.0) has water of good
quality; however, at Stetlersville, the creel, begins to sho., signs of
degradation caused bv the activities of man. Thn report contends that the
lower seven miles of Jordan Creek are polluted to a i-: d,'ree with thc
pollution load severely taxing the natural purfrication nrocnss of the
stream during low flows. The lower two miles of Jordn Creel are severely
polluted, and under low-flow conditions this reach probably cannot support
any life other than the most tolerant organisms.

The U. S. G. S. also conducted chemical tests of the Jordan Creek
and its tributaries. Chemical analyses of water samples from three tri-
butaries, (Switzer, Lyon, and Mill Creeks) to Jordan Creek above Schnecksville,
just downstream of the dam site, and from various ground water wells within
the basin are available for use in estimating water quality in the Trexler
Reservoir. With moderately high flows in Switzer and Lyon Creeks, the
total phosphates concentrations were 0.82 and 1.7 mg/l, respectively.
These are considered high and are believed due to the dairy farms in the
stream valleys. Phosphate concentrations at Schnecksville are hiph when
surface runoff is high. One sample from Mill Creek during a loW flow period
had a phosphate concentration of only 0.06 mg/l. Phosphate concentrations
in the local ground water are relatively low, with the concentration of
0.1 mg/l exceeded in only one of six wells sampled. Tests conducted by
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania on 23 February 1972 indicate phosphate
concentrations ranging from 0.05 ppm to 0.14 at the seven sampling stations
observed in the damsite area. Therefore, it appears that phosphate con-
centrations in the stream and underground water table are relatively low
except during periods of high runoff when the area's agricultural nature
adds to a higher phosphate concentration in the surface streams. Several
samples from the three tributaries revealed similar concentrations of
nitrates, ranging from 8 to 25 mg/l. Nitrate concentrations in local
ground waters are moderate.

Water quality testing is currently being done on the upstream reaches
of Jordan Creek by both the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency. To date, through two sampling programs (con-
ducted 24 June, 13 July, and 27 July 1971; 23 February 1972) the State
data confirms the relatively low BOD load on the Jordan Creek above the
dam site location. fleimawage BOD load of the seven sampling stutions
is 1.5 mg/l. The results of tests to date also show lower coliform counts,
both total and fecal, generally less than 100 MPN per 100 ml during the
23 February test sample. However, the coliform counts were much higher
during the June and July tests, exhibiting values between 50 IVN per 100 ml
to 490 MPN per 100 ml. Both sets of data are in direct contrast to the
tests conducted in 1968 by the Corps of Engineers and the State of Pennsyl-
vania, where coliform counts were generally from 5,000 M(!P per 100 ml to
25,000 rPN per 100 ml. The most recent tests by the State now
indicate that the-e is not as much contamination in the upstream reaches
of Jordan Creek as was originally believed. The Corps of Engineers is
continuing water quality sampling on the upper reaches of Jordan Creek.
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f. Fishery Characteristics of Jordan Creek. Jordan Creek
generally has water of sufficient quality to support a diversified fish
population in its upstream reaches. In the lower reaches of the Creek,
water quality degradation and periodic dry areas seriously hinder the
fishery potential. In time of low flow, the dissolved oxygen levels
below Scherersville can become too low to support a diversified fish
population.

According to the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, Jordan Creek is
classified as a warm water fishery along most of its headwater regions.
The headwater regions of the Jordan Creel- support a good to high quality
of fishery. The Creek, in its lower region, deepens for a 1-1/2 mile
stretch and is fed by cold spring water. In this specific area of deeper
and cooler water between Helfrich's Spring and the northern end of the
existing Jordan Park in Allentown, the Pennsylvania Fish Commission stocks
about 5,000 brown trout annually between the months of March and May.
Further downstream toward the Jordan Creek's confluence with the Lehigh,
the stream once again becomes a warm water fishery. Because of existing
pollution loads on this lower region of Jordan Creek, the fishery resource
potential of this portion of the stream is greatly reduced.

The creeks within the proposed project area support a warm water
fishery of moderate to high quality. Creeks in this region are generally
alkaline in nature, Generally, the more alkaline the stream, the better
the fishing, as alkaline conditions promote more fertile conditions for
vegetative growths which the fishlife can feed on. An inventory of the
existing fishlife in the vicinity of the dam site was obtailed from four
sampling stations observed by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission. The pH
readings at these four stations ranged from 7.5 to 8.2, verifying the
stream's alkaline characteristics in this region. The types of fish
observed are presented in Table 2-1. None of these fish are anadromous.

2.3. General Project Area

a. Population and Land Use Trunds - LcltIA,:-North, mpton Counties
Lehigh and Northampton counties, Centering on the cities of Allentown and
Bethlehem, are located in eastern Pennsylvania, q0 niles southwnest of
New York City and 50 miles northwest of Philadelphia. The area is a
dominant part of the region defined as the Lehigh Valley. The U. S. Bureau
of Census evaluates the Lehigh Valley by the Allentown-Bethleher--Easton
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (ABE-S1'SA). This statistical area
is the third largest in Pennsylvania, with only the Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh areas being larger.

ihen the Lehigh Valley region is considered with rp2ard to the sur-
rounding eastern seaboard states, the! central location of thv area hecomes
evident. The region lies near the center of the me!7alonolPs that is
ranidly forminn from southern New Hampsire to northern Virginia.
The Lehigh Valley Is located within 250 miles of a malorit- of the large
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TABLE 2-1

TYPES OF FISHLIFE IN THE VICINITY OF TREXLER DANSITE

(Source: Pennsylvania Fish Commission)

Coimmon name Scientific name

Brown trout Salmo trutta
Smailmouth Bass licropterus dolomieui
Largemouth Bass Ilicropterus salmoldes
Bluegill Lepomis machrochl rus
Redbreast Sunfish Lepomis auritus
Pumpkinseed Lepornis gibbosus
Rock Bass unbloplites rupestris
Redf in Pickerel Ksox americanus americanus
American Eel Anguilla rostrata
Carp (Cyprinus carpio
White Sucker Catostonus covriersoni
Falifish Semotilus corporalis
Creek Chub Semotilus atromaculatus
Shield Darter Percina Deltata
Johnny Darter .1rtheostoma nigrm
Roeyface Shiner Notropis rubellus
Spottail Shiner Notropis hudsonius
Sporf in Shiner 11otropis spilopterus
Common Shiner lTotropis cornutus
Blacknose Dace Rhinichthys atratulus
Margined Madtom NMoturus ins ignis
Bluntnose Minnow Pimesph4ales notatus
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metropolitan areas in the Eastern United States. over 25% of the nation's
population lives within a 250 mile radius of the region.

The expanding urban concentrations of New York City and Philadelphia
exert a direct influence on the Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton area. Lehigh
County has an excellent centralized geographic location which is re-
inforced by a superior highway access to external markets. This access
to large markets, when coupled with the skilled labor force available in
the area, provides a well-developed industrial ba-se with great potential
for future expansion. In the past 12 years, 87 new industries pro-
viding 13,700 new jobs have located in Lehigh County. This rapid
industrial expansion is representative of the industrial appeal of the
area and indicates the future industrial growth potential wilich is pre-
dictable. The county presently contains 2,250 acres of unoccupied, in-
dustrially-zoned land.

Directly related to the rapid industrial growth in the area is the
decreasing of agricultural employment in the Lehigh-Northampton region.
Between 1950 and 1960 as total employment in the region increased 10.6%,
agricultural employment decreased 45.3% 18/. This is a substantial decrease
in only ten years, and the trend appears to be continuing. The application
of new technology and techniques has increased the farmer's ability to
produce more products while employing less help. The typical individual
farm today employs less labor, but includes more land and capital.
As a result there has been a growth in the size and values of farms
while a reduction in the total number of farms has occurred concurrently.
Between 1950 and 1960 the number of Lehigh County farms decreased from
2,008 to 1,335, a loss of one third. Between 1960 and 1965 there was
a decrease of 215 farms, or 16 per cent. The acres of farmland decreased
15 per cent during 1950-1960, but only 2 percent from 1960-1965 19/. This
trend in agriculture, when viewed in light of the increased opportunities
available in area industry, has caused many farmers to change their
occupation. In 1950, 3.5 per cent of the two county population was em-
ployed in agriculture, while by 1960 this percentage had decreased to
1.7 per cent.

The factor of increased industrial opportunities in tandem with the
region's pleasant living conditions, natural beauty, and variety of
recreational advantages, provides ample reason for the area's rapid growth.
Figures for 1970 indicate that 253,057 people live in Lehigh County today
compared to 227,536 in 1960. This represents an 11 per cent growth factor
for the decade and is in sharp contrast to the 4 per cent growth rate ex-
perienced in the State of Pennsylvania during the same time span. Com-
position of the present population in Lehigh County is 250,190 (99 per cent)
white residents, with 2,867 (1 per cent) non-white residents.

18/ U. S. Bureau of Census, 1960 U. S. Census of Population.

19/ The Plan, report prepared by Heidelberg, Lowhill, and Weisenberg
Townships Planning Commissions, September 1971.
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The Joint Planning Commission of Lehigh-Northampton Counties pro-

jects a population increase of 35 per cent to 350,000 by the year 1990.
Much of this expected population growth is expected to occur in the suburbs

to the north, west, and south of the city of Allentomn. The rapid in-
dustrialization and population growth of the area will also generate

parallel growth in other segments of community life such as homes, stores,

schools, shopping centers, etc. Presently, new housing developments,
large industrial facilities, and schools are occuring to a significant
degree in the outlying vicinity of Allentown. In addition, after for-

mation of the proposed Trexler Lake, secondary home building, on this

specific area is also a possibility.

b. Population and Land Use Trends -- Tr-Township Area.

The three townships of Lowhill, eisenberg, and Heidelberg compose the
area in which Trexler Lake and its unstraa'm tributaries are principally

located. The population growth rate of 25.7 per cent (1060-1070) for
this tri-Township area far exceeds the State growJth rate of 4 per cent

and the U. S. growth rate of 11 per cent. Presently, tbere are 4,271
people living in the tri-Township area, and the Joint Planning Commission

of Lehigh-Northampton Counties projects a population of 5,840 for th-

area by 1990.

Land use in the general tri-Tounship area is chiefil a-,ricultural.
The total area covers 41,175 acres. By acreage, 8 per cent of the land

is used for farming or orchards. The rerviaiing acreage is distributed

among parks (5.5 per cent) and residential development (3.5 per cent).

There is presently only one existing industry in the area. The trt-

Township's residential pattern is characterized by lox., population den-

sities, medium to large size lots, and is generally occuni-d by structures

in good condition.

The tri-Township area contains only 88 acres of corimprclal land or

.02 per cent of the area's total acreage. The lacd of cormmerc.ln develop-
ment can be attributed to the rural, dispersed natture oC th,' area.

Presently, the City of Allentown provides the needed roods and services

for this area's residents. However, as the tri-Trdnshi!, ar:a'q nopulation

continues to grow, a demand for a neighborhood shoppin- center for the
day-to-day needs of the residents could become a distinct poss;ibility.

Planned commercial centers, guided by proper land use zonin-, could en-

hance the area's future economy and make the tri-Tounshin area more

attractive to prospective residents.

c. Water Supply Needs. In conjunction with the ranid grC,,th
of population and industry in Lehigh County, is an accomnnnyin need for

a greater availability of water. In the mid-sfxties, the Lehftrh Count,
Commissioners, recoenizing the need for additional water sources for the

expanding population in Lehigh County, established the Lehigh County Authority

for the express purpose of analyzing and securing water sunnlv sources.
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The Trexler Reservoir is a major portion of the overall plan of the
authority. However, if the Trexler Project were not approved, the
Lehigli County Authority would have to provide other sources of water to
supply the needs of the people and industry in the area. To accomplish
this, the authority has drilled and is currently drilling wells in upper
Macungie Township and is contemplating a new filtering plant at Allentown.
The major water sources in Lehigh County, other than Allentown, are
drilled wells. Even though the quality, capacity, and health safety of
private water supplies are in no way viewed favorably as public supplies,
they are very often used due to economic considerations. Drought periods,
possible contamination from underground seepage from septic tanks, and
an ever-increasing demand on these wells which could loer the ground
water table, are possible dangers that could result in a critical water
shortage for both residential and industrial users.

In the Heidelberg, Lowhill, and Weisenberp tri-Township area, in
which the reservoir and the upstream tributaries are located, there is no
public water service. The main source of water is from individual on-lot
water supplies, except for the Trout Creek Pond in heidelherg Township.
This pond currently serves the town of Slatington and might be made
available for distribution to the tri-Totnship area.

The water need projections for this area exceed the present supply
sources as the Commission of Lehigh County, in their letter of 30 June 169
to the Army Corps of Engineers, stated:

The City of Allentown has requested h1 resolution, an allotment
of 15 MCD; the Commissioners of South 7hitehall Toinshin hav,!
requested 11 MGD; the Supervisors of !b'per 'lactin-i Tonship
are including in their request the industrial needss of the new,
industrial complex indicating a need for a mininum of i( 'ICD,
increasing to 15 MGD by 1978. It is clearly indicated that at
this writing we have a minimum need of 41 TCT) from three of the
areas involved, which does not give any amount for additional
areas

Lehigh County's new industrial areas also rrqiilr r ater. Ne0 on r-
ations in this area b)y F. M. Schaefer Corporation and 1rart Food, already
are projecting ,,ater needs upwards of 2 MCD. Their wnt'r n.. i i xill he
supplied on an interim basis by a water system of wells and a reservoir.
With the possible future development of 2,250 acres of unoccunied
industrially-zoned land in the area, a further demand will he placed on
the water supply sources of the county.

d. Climatoloiw. The climate of the Allinto,''n ar n
characterized by generally moderate tempratur(s an,! mo,!-r.at, nmouitq of
precipitation. The mean annual temprattire for tlro r-ion ir 5].70 F.

'lininur temperatures durin7 the months of Dec,.nler, Tnnuarv, an(: T'intruan,
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are usually below freezing, though infrequently falling below OF. The
average monthly temperatures as well as the monthly maximums and mini-
mums for the 34 year period recorded at the Allentown Gas Company and the
Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton Airport are shown in Table 2-2, page 9-2. Extensive
rainfall can be expected from the passing of either warm or cold fronts
and an occasional hurricane. Snowfall in the project area is typical
of the Delaware Basin and must be considered as a potential threat to
basin flooding. Storms caused by warm fronts are most prevalent during
the colder portions of the year and produce a semi-intense rainfall over
a protracted time. Cold front storms are most frequent during the
warmer months of the year and are characterized by thunderstorms with
accompanying intense precipitation occurring over a short time interval.
The average annual rainfall is 41.43 inches per year. The average annual
snowfall during the period of record has been variable, ranfing from 5
inches to 65 inches with the mean snowfall at 32.8 inches annually 20/.

The area is seldom subject to destructive v7ind storms althou,-,h
tornadoes have been reported. Those records at Allentrn supplenented
by those at Binghamton, New York, Scranton, Pennsylvania, and Newark,
New Jersey show that winds from the western quadrant occur about 40 per
cent of the time. Therefore it is considered proper to assume that a
northwesterly or westerly wind is tha prevailin2 wind for the Allentmqn
area. Although usually moderate, wind velocities of 55 miles per hour
have been reported at the Allentown-.3ethllehem-Easton Airnort.

c. Floods and Drougfhts. Flooding throurihout t~h: LehPib "i/Vcr
1asin has resulted from either extra-tropical or tropical stor~s. U,:tr.i-
tropical storms are divicde( into two general catp-orles: thopz nfscint-'(I
with the passa-e of a cold front or with a tar! front. 'h naJorit-, of
basin-wide floods have resulted from the seml-in-tense rainFall ovor a lon-
period of time, usually associated with storms caused hr, a enrn front.
However, cold front storms, characterizecd by intense rainfall over a short
period of time are usually the cause of flooding along thel tributaries of
the Lehigh. These tributaries, including the Jordan Creck, are primarily
steeply-sloped streams without the channel capacity to handle major
amounts of runoff. The Lehigh River Basin has also e:-p-rl!ncr1 several
basin-wide floods due to hurricane storms. The record-breaking floods of
August 1955 were the result of two hurricanes which passe( In the vicinitv
of the basin within a week. The first saturated the e:xtremelv dry ground,
while the second produced large runoff quantities.

Flood conditions may be further aggravated by other factors: the
depth of the existing snowpack when combined with a high melt rate, ice
Jamming, or by a reduction in the initial and intiltratlon losses resultin-
from frozen ground. Although the records indicate that serious flooding
along the Lehilh has not been attributed directly to snr~m !lt, the

20/ Refer to Table 2-2, p. 9-2.
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accurlilation of snovfall over the draina,e area of the Ielif-i River,
includinp the Jordan Creek 11asin, combined with sriiv, rains and ra-ti!
warmin,-, nresents a flood threat to the Allentown area. The annual
sprin,- snomelt, combined with a sudden ice hreak-u!) in Jordan Creek,
has resulted in minor flooding in Allento.m.

Very little flood stage and discharTe information Is available for
Jordan Creek prior to the installation o r the Raure at Allentown in
1944. There have been a number of seriously damaging floods in other

sections of the Lehigh River Basin prior to 1944 and, probabl, Jordan
Creek exceeded its flood stage durinp these times. The maximum

recorded flood was the result of hurricane "Iane" vhicb passed
near the basin in August 155. The resulting neak stare recorded at

the Allentoxm gauge was 8.00 feet with a corresnondin- diqcharpe of

9,520 cfs. The flood of 'lay 142 reached a stage of about 7.1 feet
which was established from high-water marks to 650 feet downstream

of the gauge. Table 2-3 lists the nine highest flows recorded at the

Allentown gauge.

TABLE 2-3

FLOODS OF RECORD AT ALLENTOINr

October 1944 to September 1065

Jordan Creek Cauge

DATE DISCHARGE (cfs)

Aug 1955 9,520
Feb 1951 5,Q40

Feb 1965 5,720

Nov 1950 4,240

Feb 1958 4,000

Nov 1950 3,520

Sep 1958 3,28(0
Mar 1962 3,180

Dec 1953 3,07n

The established frequency of the August 1955 flood, at the

Allentown gauge, is approximately once in 45 years 21/.

The most susceptible area to flood damage during anv major rainfall
is the flood nlain and the structures constructed on it. The flood

plains within the City of Allentown include residential, commercial,

and industrial development. Railroads, highways, streets, utilltv

lines, production facilities, and a sewage treatment plant would be

subjected to flooding. The flood plains of Allentown are almost fully

developed and future urban expansion is not likely. Hlowever, urlan
expansion has and will probably continue to extend to suburban areas

9 21/ The discharge frequency for Jordan Creek at the Allentown rauge

was determined by the methods described in the report entitled: "Statistical

Methods in 'vdrology," prepared by Hr. L. R. Beard.
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adjacent to Allentown. There are a number of industrial firms
located on or near the flood plain of Jordan Creek. Between the
Fifth Street and Seventh Street Bridges, the flood plains have been
developed into a park. There are three small dams on Jordan Creek
within the park and two more dams upstream of the Seventh 'treet
Bridge. The dams are all of similar construction and are the low-
flow type having no storage capacity. A continuous County Park
along the banks of the Jordan Creek is in the acquisition stage pre-
sently and was discussed in Section 2.2d.

The Delaware River Basin, including the Allenton area, has ex-
perlenced seven extended periods of drought since 1905. The most
severe drought occurred from 1961 to 1967, a duration of 62 months.
An extended dry period of this lenpth is considered very rare and
has been estimated to possibly be a once in 300 year occurrence
by the |!. S. G. S. 22/. Prior to the drought of the 1060's, the most severe
dry period was 24 months. An extensive discussion of these drought
periods is contained in Bouse Document 522, 87th Congress: "Delaware
River Basin, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware." The
date of occurrence and duration of each drought period is shown in
the following table.

TABLE 2-4
PERIODS OF DROUGHT

Year Months Length of Drought

1908 Jun-Dec 7 months
1909 Jul-Dec 6 months
1914 Feb-Dec 11 months
1930-31 Tan 30 - 24 months

Dec 31
1Q41-42 Jan 41 - 14 months

Feb 42
1957 rlay-Dec 8 months
1960-66 Oct 60 - 68 months

May 66

f. Wildlife. A major factor which determines what areas are well-
suited for wildlife habitat is terrain suitable to provide the wild-
life with both mobility and protection. Proper soil conditions, abundant
vegetation and water supply are key factors in determining the
amount of food supply available for the area's wildlife. The soils,
vegetation and water supply of the Jordan Creek Basin are generally
suitable for open-land animals. Open-land species such as rahlit,
woodcock, quail, ring-necked pheasant, mourning dove, bobwhite, and
meadowlark are present in the rolling fields and meadows which are

23/ TIardison, C. II., "Probability of Allowable Yields in D)elaware
River Basin," U. S. C. S., Uashington, 1. C.
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I characteristic of the area. In sections of the county where forestation

is abundant, woodland species such as gray squirrel, woodchuck, red
and gray fox, opossum, skunk, and deer abide. Lowhill Towinshin, the
proposed area which encompasses the Trexler Lake, suports a large
deer population. Grouse, waterfowl, including geese and duck, are
present in the area. Jordan Creek Is nor a minor waterfowyl habitat;
however, if a lake is formed, the potential for waterfowl habitat will
greatly increase.

The area also posseses some species not native to ths r,,-non as
a result of the Trexler Came Preserve. This countvcam'ned and operated
wildlife preserve possesses bison, deer, bear, elk, nalomino, llama,
staghorn deer, and many other exotic spek:ies.

The Trexler area serves as a habitat for all birds which are
native to the region. There are also many species of game birds
stocked at intervals at the State Game Lands by the Pennsvlvania
Came Commission. Great horned owls, long-eared owls, and Canadian
geese have also been seen at the Gare Lands.

g. General terrain, geology, and vegetation of the area. The
area of the proposed project lies in the Appalachian Piglland egion
and is characterized by alternating ridges and narrow valleys which

trend northeast-southwest. The low rounded hills and shallow valley of
the Jordan Creek Basin provide a serene pastoral area settin . The

area is generally in agricultural use, and spotted with widely scattered
rural communities. Less than 15 per cent of the project site is

naturally forested and is represented by second and third growth
hardwood varieties. Approximately 10 per cent of the project area
has been privately planted with conifers and apple orchards. Desnite the

high shale content of soils in the area, most of the land, other than
the steepest slopes, has been cleared for farming and orchards.

The entire project area, above the proposed dam site is underlain with

Martinsburg Formation of Ordovician Age. There are several thousand
feet of sediment present varyinp, from sandstone to shale to slate. The

specific project area is generally sandy shale. The region's hillsides,
underlain with Martinsburg shale formations, are symmetrically rounded near

the tops of the divides and steep in slope next to the many streams cut-
ting through the area. Much of northwestern Lehigh County has hills of
this type, including one site located in the Trexler Came Preserve, south-
west of Schnecksville, with an almost perfect formation of shale that is
exposed to view.

The mineral resource potential of the area appears to be minimal.
The project area shows no indication of possible coal fields as the

rock layers in the region are older than any in which commercial coal has

been discovered. There also anpear to be no natural gas or oil
resources in the area. Since no slate excavation is considered feasilho

in the project area, there appears to be no potential for a commercial

cmarry.
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There is a fossil area in the northwzest corner of Lowhill Township.
This is considered as a unique geolopical area for Lehi'h County by
the Joint Planning Commission of Leh igh-T'orthampton Countii:s. The area
is described in a County Publication, "R:,gional Pecreation and Open
Space Plan," as follows:

"...South of Pleasant Corners in Louiuill Township is a well k:nown
site containing numerous Brachiopods, or sea shells. The shells were
deposited during the eons of time that the Lehiu'h Valley was covered
by a large inland sea. Much of the area's existing bedrockl was de-
posited during this period; present day topography is due to erosion
of the bedrock which was uplifted after the sea retreated..."

As a matter of record, it should be noted that this t'rne of fossil
area is not considered unique, since :,rachiopods or sea shells deposited
during the glacial age have been discovered in many locations including
the Beltzville Lake Recreation Area near Lehighton, Pennsvlvania. The
area discussed in the County publication is far removed from the Trexler
project site.

The representative flora present in and adjacent to thi Trexler Lake
area are musk thistle, heard tongue, butterfly weed, and arrmowood. Some
of t4xe area's other wildflowers such as trailing arbutus, lilies, and or-
chids are becoming rare due to being overpicked. The second and third
growth timber stands i n t h e a r e a c o n -
sist generally of oak, red maple, yellow poplar, pine, hickory, ash, and
birch. Over 70 per cent of the Lehigh County forests are privatelv
owned, however, and are subject to the plans of private developers. In
addition to natural forestation, much of the privatelv-held lands have
been planted with conifer and fruit trees. There are no sipnificant stands
of rare plant species in the project area; how,7ever, those stands do occur
in other parts of the township and are being preserved and protected 1y
county and state agencies.

The northwest corner of the proj ect area is endowed with sufficient
elevation and clear areas that permit attractive viewing by sightseers.

The Joint Planning Commission of Lehigh County considers the LMhill
Township area among its top priority open space areas due to its
combination of geological, botanical, wildlife, and ornithological
attributes which complement the area's terrain, forestation, water bodies
and recreational values.

h. Historical. There are numerous covered bridges along
Jordan Creek which add to the areats aesthetic and quaint anneal.
Two examples are Rex and Geiger Covered b;ridges, which are both located
downstream from the proposed dam site. These two bridges were built
in 159 and are noted for their stone abuitments.

2
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There is a unique Indian bake oven located in the Tr.'xlcr Came
Preserve near Jordan Creek. The bake oven, which is chiseled out of

solid rock, is the only one believed to have been discovre,' to date
in Pennsylvania. Lehigh County plans to restore the oven as a shrine
to the Lenni Lenape Indians.

i. Transportation Network. The general project area is serviced
by a network of superhighways. Adjacent to the project, 1. S. Route
22 (which connects Interstate 78) runs east-west and the Nfortheast
Extension of the Pennsylvania Turnpike runs north-south. Route 73, which
services Harrisburg to the west and New York City and Northern New Jersey
to the east, is connected with Route 22 in the Allentot-n-Bethlehem-Easton
area. U. S. Route 22 has a daily load capacity of 20,000 vehicles and
is presently carrying 10,000 23/. Interstate Route 80, which services
Northern Pennsylvania and New York City, runs parallel to Route 73 and
approximately 30 miles north of the project site. New York State
residents would have access to the area via R.oute 81. The Philadelphia
area is within 1-1/2 hours travelling time of the Allentown area via
either of two four lane highways, Route 309 or the Northeast Extension
of the Pennsylvania Turnpike.

Of primeimportance to any area serviced by a Food network of ex-
pressways is an equally well planned group of arterial roads. The
primary function of arterial roads is to connect smaller communities
with the major traffic generators of the region. The project area is
serviced by two arterial roads, Routa 39 and Route 100. The canacitv
of arterial roads is designed for 5,000-1.0,000 vehicles per (aV.
Presently, Route 100 carries 3,000 vehicles per day, while Route 309
handles a daily traffic load of 4,000 vehicles.

There is a sufficient network of secondary roads connectin2 the two
main arterial roads (Route 100 and 309) with the general area of the
proposed reservoir. Off Route 309, the approximate area of the dam is
serviced by LR 39057, LR 39058. The Mill Creek Branch of the Lake has
access from Route 309 through Township Roads 655, 667, and 672. Two
of the proposed recreation areas are serviced from Route 100 by
LR 3q064, LR 39072, and Township Roads 596, 635, 630, 640, 602, and
684.

There is no public transportation in the general project area.

Only a small portion of South Whitehall Township, directly adjacent to

Allentown, is serviced by some busing. ho commercial bus system

serves any of the other outlying communities in the northwestern
townships of Lehigh County. Allentown is provided with bus service
to other major cities such as Philadelphia, N ew York, 'arrishurv,
Bethlehem, and Easton.

a/ Penns,,lvanfa riepartrient of Transportation - Road Logs, 1968.
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.. Health and Comunity Services. The prolect area does not

provide any local health facilities or police protection. There are
no hospitals or medical clinics in the tri-Township aren or Torth or
South Wlitehall Townships. However, hospital facilities are present
within approximately 10 miles in the Allentown area. Although the
project area does not have a local police staff, the area is serviced
by the State Police, operating out of the Fogelsville and Bethlehem
Barracks.

At the present time, there are no public sea-e collection s,,st
in the townships directly adjacent to tiv pronose(I re!,!rvoir. Thr
townships involved are Io,7hill, North flitehall, Soutih Iit-hnll,
'Tisenblrg, and ,,eidel-wrg. All homes and inusin ;, fri tIt ar-a us.-
on-lot systems, using either septic tanks or cesspools. Th. onlv -X-
ceptions are Community College in North 19iftehall, ihicl ins its own
small sewage treatment plant, and a one mile vide urainized area of
South Vhitehall which is adjacent to Allentown and is incorporated into
that city's municipal sewerage system. The Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources reports that the possibility of serious probhrms
due to malfunctioning of septic tanks leading to pollution of individual
wells exists. At present, Pleasant Corners and Cermansville have serious
problems due to percolation of sewage effluent into the groundater table.
The steep slopes of Hleidelberg also nose a definite proble- to th- ground-
water supply. Although at present it does not appear econoriicallv feasible
to incorporate a municipal sewage system in the area, the county planning
boards are considering some type of public sewerage systen for the future .2&/.

Uithin the five townships surrounding the prorosed lail: area, there
are presently three municipal dumpinj facilities. The 'Novak landfill
services a portion of the solid waste needs of South 17bitehall Township
and the western portion of North litehall Township. The western Portion
of North 1iqhtehall Township is serviced by the fleluva Landfill. T.eisenher,
T onship residents are permitted to use the municipal dump located on lack-
smith Road in Weisenberg Towrnship. Private collectors cover most of th
townships, but in some areas where there is no collection, other methods of
garbage disposal are used. Some people use electric disposals for non-
combustible and burn their combustibles. People living on farms often pile
their waste away from the house, or, like many residents living on small
lots, they dispose of it along the back roads. Other more conscientious
citizens save their disposals until they have a sufficient amount to drive
it to the North Whitehall or Weisenberg disposal facilities 25/.

24/ The Plan, Report prepared by he(Idelber,, Lo,,l 1, and Weisenher-
Townships' Planning Commissions, September 1971.

25/ ibid.
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The area is planning for future waste loads as can he sh .:n by the
following statement issued in a township planninP report:

"In reviewing the problem of garbag,! disposal in the thre e to.n-
ships with the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental 1 esources, it
was determined that a central collection system might bfi used to alleviate
those problems of disposal that presantl, exist. This is a system where-
by a 'Deisi-Dumpster' type container would be left at a central location
within each Township. The residents would then take their disposables
to this central point and put them in th-i container left th-re. A truck
would then pick up the container and take it to the dumn for disposal.
This system would in all probability have to be sihsidize'd by the Town-
ships." 2. /

2/ op. cit.
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3. Environmental Tmpacts of thc: 1'roposed Action

3.1 Physical Clianees Caused by the P'roj ct. 'I)vclopn:,nt of the
Trexler Lake Project will produce substantive chane's,; in th.- existin-
physical conditions at and around th-! project site. C-rtain chanf-es
will be associated with construction activities and thu, ternorary,
while others are associated with the facilities constructed and

their operation and consequently are permanent. The phveical changes
are identified in this section and their effects and significance
discussed in the following paragraphs.

a. Temporary Changes. The temporar- chaTl.'.5 asu ocint,d '"th
construction will be localized to the actual areas of construction and,

in those areas, change the setting from one of rural trannuilitv to one
of relatively heavy activity. Such changes include the increased noise
levels produced by construction operations, dust generatod b- construction
activities, and hydrocarbon emissions from construction equinment. Pud
and silt materials will be generated in large areas to be stripned of
vegetative covers for open borrow pits. Local water tahle levels will he
changed temporarily due to construction activity. Social factor- Include
the temporary increase in population from introduction of transient work forces.
Other changes include local and state police activity - surveillance,

protection, and investigation due to increased populatio. Fire protection
will also be required. There will be changes in traffic patterns due to
detours, and increased demands on utility systems - telephone, electrical,
gas, iater, and sewerage. Also, beginning with initiation
of real estate acquisition, an increase tax ratable will occur and
may put a temporary burden on communities directly affected liv the proj-

ect. Lastly, the course of the stream will be altered vith some wildlife
displaced. A three year construction period is planned with one year
required to establish the conservation pool. The wildlife snecies to
be found are white tailed deer, cotton tails, oppossmm, red and rrav
squirrels, chipmunks, black bear, porcupine, snowxshoe hare, beaver, wood-
chuck, bobcat, racoons, mink, otter, skunk, and muskrats. Crouse, pheasants,
woodcock, and waterfowl are also found. Birds consist of hmk, upland Plover,
pileated woodpecker, snow owl, horned lark, raven; ten species of turtles,
two species of lizards, and fifteen species of snakes are also to be found.
ildlife would move into the 548 acres of mitigation lands and the game

lands now owned by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

b. Permanent Changes. The multi-angularity and compactness
of the nroposed impoundment will create a new scener, and land use com-
patible with the region. The permanent changes created bv th,!
construction are in two categories. The first category includes those change.

arising from the facilities proper, and the second category considers the
changes caused by facility operations. The changes caused by construction
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of the facilities themselves in tile Torol.cct area Involve introduction of
a (tan, outtlet works, spillway, and oneration structure,. Recreation
facilities will be introduced in sevferal selected areas;. (ether dIevelopments
involve relocation of roads, utilitie3s, and( structureq, none' of which have
been noted for their possible historical aspects. The changes caused
bv the operation of the facilities constructed in tlof nroi-ct area ar'v
attributable to thc creation of an 3-imil"t lon-' ln!'- nn it- o''ration for
the nurpos'-s of Produicing wator supply, flood control , nn1 rf or-,s't ion
benefits. Thiese chan!7es Pertain to the s;trenr 5environ '.r i' treanu, of
the lak-' Occurring upstreamn of the lakoe are possible chn-s InI the
resident fish habitat, and possible alteration of the water table. Chinnes
in the lake area proper are the trans forriation of a frc:e-Fl 'inr, stream
environment to that of a lake environment: withi a fliictuttn, nool ia"',l,
wifth increases In shoreline length and wntnr arE';i, and alterations InI
w-.ater table elevations in the project arra. A lmg in lnn( uti lization
from prim-arily private ag-ricultural and] res ident iil.rr' to nubli c

usp for recreation, 'watcr supply, and flood' control i ill alro occur. An'-
proximately 360 acres of woods vill hec cleared. This chann-! -. Ill ):' 11~-2-
ficial rather than detrimental. Introduction of a sfns;ozal transient
porulation Into the arca for recreat ion purnos :s !-nm) - ';n.l i'd and1 linnld
w!aste disposal requirpments, and hydrocarbon er'isFsions frorm vehicles.
Also there will be chanfges in policing- r#!quirements., locril road and
utility use, accompanied by Increases in economic arti-i t,,, and! demTand
of local food outlets, and housing accorimocdation's. Tn ti',introduction
of a Permanent w.ork force to maintain and operate tie fa1cilitics con-
structed ,i 11 ive rise to similar dlemands.

Physical changes in the river dlownstream of thuv lal .Infclld.- :'Or(!
uniform lcXq-fleX-7 Patterns and an alteration of water qiiality as w ,Il as
marine life regimen. The dlam will r--duc" (ownstrfma flood lla!,jr(.

%.2 E~ffects of These Physical Chian:-;es. The cli'aungs outlined In thle
preceding paragraph will have effects of varyin!- siniificanco as discused
In the sequel.

a. Construction. Initial environri'wina irrTnacts arise from
constructjion operations. Increased TIolso levels attendant to construction
operations will not affect many persons other than tlv- men actually en-
g agedl in construction ot-iing to the ritmotteness of most of th" construction
site-s 27 .'. The work force will vary, peaking- at a p)oI)ulation of about 200)
persons. The resident population, within 30 miles of tho constructionsie
is about 1 million. The percentage increase in population by intro-
duction of work force entirely from outside a 3n nile distance from the,
construction would be insignificant in comparison to the population within

27 / Currently, Congress is cons;idcring legi-slation which would
limit tihc noise levels of construction er uIient; anv such li!its set in'
law will apply to the Trexler Reservoir constructlon.
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travt~lling distance of thc construction. lli fvur, itis7:trikvuile

that all of the work force will be non-local, as thie i-i-'dinte aren of
the project houses a large, industrialized w-.ork Iforc!- whicli is predorlnarintiv
steel and construction oriented.

The solid and liquid wastes gefl~rated byv tire worlk force~ will iii tr ,:it"-
and disposed of in auordaae withi applicable sanitar", standards and lit-nct-
will have no environmental impact. The obligation to pe~rformi thiat diSnosal
will he a contractual requirement. In view of the ifunis-ni ficant incroaz':
in population brought about by the work force, thle iimpact on th.- transnortation
system during construction in tire araa i-JLl 1 also be insVi-,1 4 cant.
increased utilization of housing andI cat'rrin;g facilities will lead! to ' reat# r
economic activity in the area. The impact onl thue ecorroric environrient 1'i11i
Ibe beneficial.

Dust is usually, generated b~y construction act ivi Li'-; thi amounit of
dust generated is governed by the ([list control t-cininuc; ar'plovdd. ")us t
control measures will he a contractual ob~ligation of tlire construiction con-
tractor. W~hat dust is generated hy thle contractor will not hiave a signifi-
cant environmental impact.

Hlydrocarbon emissions 28/ generated by construction ecritpnrent will
have a somewhat adverse localized effect on thle environment.

Almost all construction projects produce natural materials which must
be wasted. The wasted materials are native to the region and will hrave
no long-term toxic effect on the environiient. Therr are numerous ahandor2u1
quarries in the area which can be used for disposal of clfeared!( matrerial.
Also tile possibility exists f or an )pen-pit burning- proceduru, in a nannor
which would he allowable under local, State, and Federal air nollrittion
laws. The ultimate disposal procedure and sites for cleared wastes are
determined by the contractor, and the contractors are responsible for com-
plying with the existing State and local environmental legisltation.

During construction clearing operations, materials will lie tpripo-
rarily located and placed] ab~out with ver", little net or permanent rffect
on thle aesthetic environment. Rock and riasonarv rulrb-lc remaining from
ibuildinfgs during, removal will be used to fill in 01(1 ui idinc7 fouindations.
Section 1 k of this document describfnd thle clearini. process in detail.

Construction operations will require that sore' local roads bfe closed.
Real estate acquisition and relocation of many residents will occur prior
to the intiation of any construction so that tire irpact on tire local trans-
portation system will be negligible. Increases in tire utility load
(telephone, electric, gas, etc.) by the vork force will ir! ne-.lig IIlV as tli-rL.,-

28/ The number of pieces of constrtiction equiripnent reori red and! tboi

remoteness of the construction sites froT- mairufactrrrin!, plants and heavy
traffir tnr! icati: thant the environmental irmact of v: 1 elilm 1, ti ~rl al.
2!ost of tie construction wiltake place aft r' mer co!ntrol stnardn-
leA ilsate! fby the Congress arc~ effective; aftm.r thant ti , I -nl '"drocariori
emisstonn should hiavn little environrientril si 'nifi carci,.
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people will represent such a small percentage of the population in a
twenty-five mile radius area. Increases in local and state police and
fire protection activities to serve the work population will be required.
Since the local resident population will have been relocated prior to
start of construction, the local police and fire service will not have
to be increased above the current levels.

During construction, the course of Jordan Creek will not he changed
or diverted. The stream flow will be delivered downstream through a con-
duit tunnel, before embankment construction begins. After the conduit is
in place, unimpeded fish passage will be possible.

Crass lands within the project area that are planned for recreational
use will remain in sod. Other agricultural land, in the recreational area,
will be seeded with a grass mixture compatible to the area and project use.
The remaining agricultural lands under cultivation will be planted with
various wildlife grass mixtures, grains and shrubs for the propagation
and enhancement of wildlife. These lands will be under the jurisdiction
of the Pennsylvania Game Commission.

Some of the areas which will be used for construction are currently
utilized for wildlife habitat. In order to offset this loss, wildlife
mitigation lands will be purchased and put into service prior to initiation
of construction. Construction will require that large areas of ground he
stripped of vegetative cover. The areas so stripped will, in those cases
where they are not inundated as permanent lake area, be landscaped and
vegetative cover re-established. Anproximatelv one-half of the construction
material (overburden and shale) for the downstream embanknents will he
obtained from the spillway cut, with the remaining material needed helng
excavated from borrow pits. Many of those borrow pits will he inundated
by the permanent lake. In those-cases where they are not inundated, the
ground will be restored, in contrast to this, the rirght abutment of the
dam will require excavation to a maximum depth of 65 feet for the spillwav.

b. Project Facilities. Emplacement of the facilities alters the
land utilization in the areas occupied. The majorltv of the 4,432 acre
project will be occupied by a lake surrounded by undeveloped shoreline.
The developed facilities will occupy less than 107 of the total project
lands and hence their impact from a land utilization viewpoint is negll-
gible. The dam, outlet works, spillway, and operational structures will
change the aesthetic environment of the existing valley in the area. This
change will be considered offensive by some persons but attractive by
others. The location of the dam will be landscaped to blend the structure
into the surroundings to maximize the aesthetic appeal of the project.
As at other similar installations an overlook will be provided at this
site to allow visitors to view the constructed works. Titter and solid wastes
will be gathered and disposed of daily. Recreational areas will he
controlled In accordance with day-use, thereby allevintnr overuse, com-
paction of soil, or the destruction of vegetation. Folloin! is a dis-
cussion of other effects of the constructed facilities.
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(1) Spiliway. A spillway cut at elevation 504 feet m.s.l.
will be required for the operation of the flood control capabilities of
the Trexler Project. The spillway will require a 200 foot wide excavation
through a knob hill on the right bank of the project, approximately 500
feet upstream from the centerline of the dam. The maximum depth of
the excavation at any point is 65 feet. The spillway cut will be per-
pendicular from the dam 800 feet in an easterly direction. The end of
the spillway will then open up to a natural slope which trends approxi-
mately 600 feet downhill to the Jordan Creek. Flowage easements will be
acquired for this section of natural terrain. The hill through which
the spillway will be excavated is predominantly rock with medium-dark
gray shale with thin interbeds of black slate. Since the snillway will
not be lined with concrete, the exposed rock face can he expected to
weather. The bedrock is susceptible to deterioration from freeze/thaw
action, but will tend not to be susceptible to solution activity. There
will be some constant erosion to the hill from natural runoff from rain-
fall; however, major erosion from use of the snilwav for flood purposes
is predicted to be a once in a hundred year occurence. Day-to-day
erosion caused by construction will be precluded by the construction con-
tract specifications.

The location of the spillway cut is centered on the southern portion
of the Trexler Came Preserve. This affe!cted area of the Came Preserve is
presently occupied by a zoo with penned animals and is the area which is
planned to he developed into a larger zoo with an annual visitation of 350,000
people. The steepness of the portions of the cut (50 feet deep with a
4 on 1 slope) may provide a hazard to animals which are permitted to roam
throughout the area. However, since the deep cut does stop 600 feet short
of the stream bed, the animals can use this strip of natural terrain for
a passageway. In addition, the animals can walk within the spillway in a
direction parallel to the cut. Also as the rock face begins to weather,
the footing will improve for animals who may attempt to traverse the ex-
cavation. Fencing along the tops of the spillway banks will be considered,

cyniunction with barrier landscaping as a public safety measure. After
eoewent of fhe Jarer zoo ig completed, thelaugber of animals who will
roam ng in t e vicinity o£ the spillway shoul dbe min imal.

Probably the greatest environmental detriment caused b the spillway
is to its aesthetic characteristics. The excavation will leave an exposed
rock face scar in the earth where a knob hill with native vegetation once
existed. The spillway will be easily visible from the higher terrain of
the southern end of the game preserve. The elevations in the present zoo
area of the Preserve are lower, however; and thus, all but the higher
portions of the southern bank of the spillway cut will be hidden from the
view of the majority of visitors to the Came Preserve. In the future,
after development of the expanded zoo, a road and forest path will run
almost adjacent to the spillway cut, therefore magnifvlnF the aesthetic
problem caused by the excavation. Also, due to the location of the cut
and its related flow easements, any further expansion of the zoo beyond
the planned 350,000 annual visitor capacity may be a physical impossibility.
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The entire spillway cut will be visible from either of two proposed
overlooks, which are being planned by non-Federal interests, and are to
be located at the dam site area. To alleviate some of the sharp contrast
between the spillway cut and the surrouding terrain, a restorative land-
scaping program is planned. Top soil will be placed on the spillway
and will also be seeded to grasses to reduce erosion and the adverse aesthetic
impact. Group tree plantings will be utilized to eliminate the sharp
contrast between the spillway cut and surrounding terrain.

Four alternative site locations for the spillway were considered.
The existing spillway cut is planned at approximately 500 feet upstream

from the dam site. Other sites were considered at upstream distances of
1250, 2500, and 4500 feet. The three alternative spillway cuts range
from 900 to 1200 feet in length in comparison to the proposed 800 foot
long excavation. The other alternatives would also require a deeper ex-
cavation since the elevations at the other sites vary from 586 to 650
feet above m.s.l. versus the 550 foot above m.s.l. elevation proposed.
The advantage of the alternative sites would be to remove the unappealing
view of the earth cut from visitors at the dam site and Trexler Game
Preserve by moving the spillway upstream into higher terrain regions.

(2) Relocations. There are no incorporated towns, cemeteries,

or railroads in the project area which will require relocation. Approxi-
mately twenty-two miles of roads will be directly affected by the project.
Of these roads, 3.3 miles of roads will be relocated, 5.0 miles of roads
will be acquired for use in the recreation areas, and 13.9 miles of road
will be abandoned and inundated by the lake.

Two major road relocations that will occur are on U. S. Route 309
(0.3 miles) and Pennsylvania Route 100 (0.6 miles). U. S. Route 309 will
be relocated as a Class 2 highway for an average vehicle load of 3600
vehicles per day. Also a new bridge along U. S. Route 309 will require
construction in the Mill Creek Area. Pennsylvania Route 100 is also a
Class 2 road. In addition to the 0.6 miles of Route 100 to be relocated,
other sections of the road will have to be raised above elevation 504 feet
above m.s.l., the peak pool elevation of Trexler Lake. A bridge along
Route 100 will also require relocation. When constructing the needed
roadwork, all required cuts and fills will be minimized and where grades
are altered, the crown and toe will be feathered smoothly into the natural
contour.

Telephone and electric lines in the lake area will require relocation.
Approximately 17.4 miles of electric lines will be abandoned and removed,
while 22.8 miles of new lines will le constructed. Telephone lines total-
ing 26.4 miles will be abandoned and renoved.
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(3) Recreation Facilitius. Construction of the rt-rreation
facilities will be in consonance with an attractive architectural theme.
The resultant change in land use should be minor. A total of 918 acres
will he acquired for the five planned recreation areas 2q/. The areas
will be developed to varying degrees with swimming, boating, picnicking,
and sightseeing facilities. All areas will be provided with toilet
facilities. Litter and solid waste will be gathered and disposed of
daily. Since recreation areas are planned in accordance with park
standards and use; minimum soil compaction should occur. There may be
some vegetative destruction, but this should also be minimal.

The main architectural scheme of these areas Is to blend the

facilities in with the natural setting. Since about 75 per cent of
the project area is unforested, the proposed recreation areas have been
located to the greatest extent possible in forested areas. About 400
acres of recreation lands will require reforestation. Large trees
(from four inch to six inch in caliper) will be salvaged from the

reservoir area, and then planted adjacent to the recreation facilities
to provide shade. These trees will he moved as reqiuired for the land-
scaping of the project area.

c. Pro ect Operation Effects. Realization of project purposes
as made possible by creation and operation of a lake involves changing

the project area from a river type to a lake type environment. Com-
parison of the quality of the environment of the Jordan Creek with
Trexler Lake to the quality of the creek without the lalke represents
the environmental impact of the project. The effects of lake creation
include environmental changes upstream of the lake. A small but sig-
nificant fishery improvement in resident fish in upstream areas can
be expected. Ground water elevations will be altered in scattered
locations of the upstream areas, and the fluctuatinlg lake pool level
produces alternate exposure and inundation of lands in some areas.

Introduction of a large recreation population and operating forces
will have a pronounced effect on the area with respect to the liquid

and solid wastes generated by those persons, required roads and utlilities,

and recreation facilities. The resultant land use change should be minor.

The main architectural scheme of these areas is to blend the

facilities in with the natural setting. In conjunction with this plan,

all power lines will be blended into the surroundings and will go under-

ground in the recreation areas.

20/ efer to Figure 3-1, p. 9-12.
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The density of land utilization for recreation vill lnrease.
Regional aesthetics are compromise(, b e c a u s e tuhat wwas a relativelh
isolated area will become more intensely used. '4ith the lake, area fish-
ing will be greatly improved over existing conditions; there will he
no net quantitative change. The wildlife in the area will be en-
hanced. Present agriculture and housing wiii he deleted for land
utilization.

However, the current county trend shows a decrease in a,rlcultural
employment and a trend towards a more commercialized and industrialized
area. This trend may be exploited by commercial developers with, in
many cases, scant repard for environmental nrotection. The planned
recreation of the project is compatable with the environment. The
elevation of the water table in the vicinity of the project will be
raised; generally this is a favorable effect.

Other indirect effects can be attributed to project operations.
( enerally project purposes of flood control, water supply, and recreation
will be served. Project development and visitation will accelerate
economic, social and politizal chanfes in adjacent communities while the
stream's flood plain as protected by thn project will undereo a planned
change in land use. Zoning of the flood plain (m1instream of the is-
poundment is the responsibility of local and county government. The Corps
is participating in and otherwise encouraging this aspect of project flood
protection. Accelerated pop|lation groith In surroundin- communitien
will create a need for more public services (hi~hwavs, schools, hositals,
utilities, etc.). rrexler Lake and attendant racratinnal Facility
development will attract intensive visitation from ,:irroiundin- urban
and suburban areas while partially satisfying . nortion o" o'nn snau,
needs of the State artea. 1'r-sent over-use of r'crational facilities
at area State parks will also be decrea!sed. Scfenic, h1:-tor;e, :,cicntifir,
and cultural artifacts, extant in ar3as which nould othrn.1s, havp beon
lost to private development or enjoyed only for a fs, privatf- interests,
will be preserved and made available to the public. Eight miles of
existing stream, the majority of which previously was available only for
private use, also will be available to the public for r,'crntional
activity. Fxtensive visitation attracted to th'i project ar"a and
adjacent communities will increase solid and liquid waste loads existin,.
in the area. "linor increases in noise and air nollution will also
result from project development.

Creation of the lake and development of recreation areas will affect
wildlife environment and create a need for acquisition of supplemental
wildlife lands. Lands within the project aren, yhich otherise could
have b!een lost to encroaching private (|evelop-oent, ill be arcuired and
preserved for wildlife habitat lands. In addition, th' Ina - ikll affect
standine fish cr p, fish spxzning grounds, and the environinent (plant
growth and food chain) for resident fish, none of which ar- anadromous.
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(Species listed in Section 2 under fisherv). The nutrient concentration
profile withir stream reaches affected by project development will be
altered; therefore, the lake and altered stream regimen will affect
vegetative cover adjacent to the new lake shoreline. Plant growth may be
enhanced within the reservoir area and returned downstream due to change
in stream flow nutrient concentration. The lake surface will offer
resting areas to migratory birds on the North American (or Pan Am)
Flyvay.

3.3 Analysis of the Environmental Impacts Stemming from Physical Changes
Caiused by the Project.

The preceding paragraphs of this section have identified the physical
changes and associated effects occasioned by the project which have
significant impact upon the environment. As these impacts can best he
analyzed in terms of their direct and indirect effects, they are treated
below on that basis.

a. Construction Activities. Construction operations attendant to
the project will disrupt the landscape, necessitate clearing of some
forested areas and produce intermittent muddy haul roads and stream
turbidity. These effects are of short-term character, lasting less than
three years. The principal effects will be confined to the immediate
area near the dam site aad-teaad relocation projects in the upstroem
areas. An overriding consideration is that actual building operations
and procedures are within the scope of the construction contract specifi-
cations and thus subject to close control by the developing agency.
Trexler Lake Project planning has antici ated the diverse potential
sources of environmental degradation and applicable contractual specifi-
cations regarding flora and fauna, stream siltation and other environ-
mental constru-lion hazards will be enforced to control pollution to the
maximum extent practicable. Contractor performance will involve full
compliance with detailed environmental protection specifications. In
particular, prior to commencement of the work, the contractor will submit
in writing for approval his detailed proposals for implementing environ-
mental pollution control.

During constructions the contractors will be required to avoid con-
tamination of the streams traversed and to prevent erosion. The majority
of borrow material for construction at the dam site will be taken: from
the spillway and lands within the area of lake inundation. Restorative
landscaping will be provided to blend new construction into the surroundine
landscape. The adverse aesthetic effect caused by the dam, appurtenant
structures, and excavation will be uinimized by architectural treatment
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of exposed structural features and implementation of an appropriate
landscape architectural plan for treatment of construction
scars. The planned remedial landscaping should also aid in the
prevention of erosion and the control of dust. Diversion terraces and
retention dams will be constructed to reduce erosion and sedimentation.
All disturbed areas will also be reseeded with grass mixtures which should
reduce runoff and erosion of the soils.

b. Dam Embankment. The presence of the dam embankment will alter
the loading on the underlying soils. This artificial land form represents
a small superimposed load safety accommodated by the design location
of the dam axis.

c. Creation of a Lake. Impoundment of waters behind the Trexler
Dam will cause the replacement of a gently flowing stream of average
one foot depth and 25 foot width with an 8 mile long lake of average
1000 foot width and a depth which varies from 114 feet maximum depth
at the dam to 5 feet at the upstream limit of the lake. The lake
waters will permanently inundate 1220 acres of land in addition to the
80 acres now covered by the existing stream and, infrequently, would
affect an additional 260 acres of land during temporary storage of
flood waters.

(1) Eutrophication. One of the environmental problems
associated with the newly created impoundment will be control of eutro-
phication. In its natural state, the Jordan is an enriched, flowing
creek. When the flow is obstructed by the dam at time of closure the
entire ecosystem will be disrupted. After the initial change on the
system, a modified ecosystem will develop. The new system within the
lake will be characterized by warmer water, reduced flow velocities,
and additional shallow water along the lake periphery. In the new lake
there will be tendency for the soluble nutrients to be utilized by
higher aquatic plants or by algae. These in turn may die, sink to the
bottom and contribute to the organic build-up and consequent BOD.

The nutrient utilization can follow two paths. Some of the nutrient
will stimulate both floating plants and submerged plants. Alternatively
the nutrients may be used in the production of algae. Rapid growth of
algae produces an algae bloom characteristic of eutrophication conditions
and appears on the water surface. Dead and dying algae blooms can be
extremely odoriferous, and after sinking to the bottom, deplete the
dissolved oxygen in the lake waters.

Both plants and algae may occur simultaneously in different reaches
of the lake. The lowered oxygen content associated with high organic
matter under such conditions further defines the environmental conditions
for fish and for water-based recreation purposes. The operation and
maintenance features of the water managment programs for the lake will
consider this natural phenomenon. En particular, regulation of detention
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time will greatly reduce the reaction tine in which thc. nutrients can

express themselves in the form of eutrophication.

Excessive amounts of soluble nutrients (nitrates and phosphates) are
believed to be a main factor in the eutrophication process. of course,
natural conditions such as temperature and sunlight are also essential.
The possible source of the nutrients in Trexler Lake will be from both
natural and created processes. The natural decay of vegetation and
animal wastes are the principal natural sources of phosphates and
nitrates. Water samples taken in 1968 in coordination with the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Environmental Resources showed high fecal and
streptococcal coliform counts. This condition was probably due to ir-
properly treated domestic sewage, livestock manure, and agricultural
fertilizer runoff. Major point sources of nutrients have been identi-
fied and abated by the Pennsylvania Department of Environme-ntal Resources.
Principal sewage outfalls and their volumes along with other pertinent
data pertaining to Jordan Creek are outlined in Table 3-1.

Eutrophication is a natural phenomenon in the life cycle of a
lake. However, when excessive plant and algae growth occur very
rapidly and cultural eutrophication is pronounced, lake benefits decline
in value. To prevent cultural eutrophication, possible sources of decay
and nutrient buildup must be eliminated. During the clearing process,
all land that will be inundated by the lake will. be cleared of all
vegetation, floatable structures and cesspool and septic tank contents.
By performing this clearing, the initial intense threat of eutrophication
of the newly formed lake will he minimized. The initial Putrophication
condition of a newly formed lake ususally stabilizes within five years
of formation as long as new sources of nutrients are contro]l'-d. To
inhibit cultural eutrophication, it is recognized that careful control of
outfalls in the tributary waters must be performed. The prolblen of
nutrient source control in the upstream feeder streams of the lake must
he coordinated on the private, local, State and Federal levels.

Various corrective actions may prove effective at Trxler and will
he considered further if eutrophication becomes pronounccd. These
measures are:

(1) Pfechanical elimination aid removal of exces, plant growth.

(2) Aeration of lake water through pressurized air lines along the
lake bottom.

(3) Use of holding ponds in the shallow upstream reaches of the
lake.

(4) Chemical control.
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Although the concept of mechanical elir'fnation and removal of excef. ,
aquatic vegetation is the most deslrab1' froTl an ecological viewpoint,

it is costly, highly inefficient and can be uesd only for larger ve'e-
tation with any degree of success and does not addrtss the problem of
reducing levels of indigenous primary plant production. Aeration of
the lake bottom through pressurized air lines is a very promising
technique for preventing nutrient accum,|ntlon and reducin,- BOD; however,
it is still experimental and has not been tested in an Impoundment as
large as Trexler. As for holding ponds, their value for Trexler cannot
be assessed since the degree of eutrophication which ma. occur cannot

he determined until the lake is in actual operation.

Chemical control employing biodegradable low toxicity for aquatic plants
has been used with considerable success by the Corps in the past and
with minimal environmental disruption. Use of copper sulfate in small

quantity has proved effective for algae in the past and has been

demonstrated to be non-toxic (in concentrations used) for fish. Studies
have demonstrated that fish are not killed b copper sulfate at minimum

concentrations for algae control and that fishing yields have not

deteriorated in lakes so treated over long periods of time.

(2) Wildlife with the Project. Clearly some wildlife habitat
will be eliminated. However, the lake will be adjacent to the Trexler

Came Preserve, State Came Lands and the wildlife mitigation

lands, acquired as part of the project. These areas should provide

ample refuge for animals displaced by the lake. The lake will claim
150 acres of existing State gamelands and approximately 200 acres of

the Trexler Came Preserve. These losse; should be mitiated, however,
as the Trexler Came Preserve plans a 33q acre expansion of existing
facilities anti the 234 acres of vildlif: mitigation land will be1 adjacent
to the State Came Lands and be homogeneous when the huntinp area is

considered. No rare or endangered species will 1e threatened by the
project development.

The Lake surface should provide for increase waterfowl use.
The increased waterfcwl use should be guaranterd by roro r,:sting, -'rounds,
less noaching and other human disturbances as a rnsult of -Iore conser-
vation oriented management.

(3) Fishery. Presently the Jordan Creek supports a diversi-

fied fish population. In the upper reaches of th'- cr, tlw alkaline
nature of the strem supports a high quality i,,arm wat'2r fisqliwr. The.
followng is an inventory of the current res,.Tent fiqh opulation:
small and large mouth bass, blue gill, pickerel, ,unfi:;h, blacl:-nose
dace, darters, whlte suc<ers, shiners, Ammpkinsed, Aerican eel, and
numerous other species. Other than the bass and sunfisl potential,
there is very little game fishing potential in the upstream reaches of

Jordan Creek.
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Following improvement, the lake should provide excellent fishing
potential. Certain species now prtsent in the creek such as some
shiner species, dace and some species of pickerel probably will
not adapt to the new lake environment. 1owever, species such as
bass, alewife, bluegill, pumpkinseed, pike, black crappies, muskel-
lunge, and carp should adapt readily to the warm surface waters of
the lake environment.

The Pennsylvania Fish Commission will rtock the. lal:e witth nuskellenpe
(Laom masuinongy), chain pickerel (Esox niger), lar ;emouth bass
( icropterus salmoides), Walleve (Stizostedion vitretwi), and black
crappie (Promoxis nigronaculatus). None of these fiqh are anadromous.
This should provide the potential for excellent game fishing. A nre-
impoundment environmental inventory for Jordan Creel- is g iven in
Table 3-2. The most favorable new habitat for fishes by any major
land or water use has been man-made reservoirs. Thebse rs'servoirs
commonly support standing crops of over 200 pounds of fish per acre,
and provided a sport catch of over 121,000,000 pounds in 1960.

Because of Trexler Lake, the resident fish population ,!ill rxpaxs
rapidly for a period of 6 to 10 years follovin, - u
this period, the fishery will change from an out';tandin- fishery, with
the major part of the catch being game fish, to a good fisbu1.,ry ;ith game,
pan and rough fish all represented in the catch. Seinin, areas established
along the lake shoreline and a lak , drwdm:n programl during rough fish
spawning periods should effectively control rough fish populations, which
would otherwise overpopulate the lake. Considerati on 1 .711 b given to
the introduction of northern pike, striped bass, coho salmon, and
other predatory species to provide additional sport fishing and to control
utilization of alewife, carp and other forige fish'os i,',irli ar- likely to
become abundant. Provision of boat raips and parking facilities, fisliing
piers and fish concentration structures in the lake will increase fisher-
man use of the resident sport fishery. The resident sport fishery above
the lake will not be affected by project development.

Relow the dam there may be some detrimental eff-cts to the fish life.
The planned low flow release of 5 cfs from the dan -ill 1,:, less than the
average stream flow currently. 1{owever, the major fishing potential noy
present in the Jordan Creek is in a stocked area near Jordan Park. This
tract area of the creek is fed by cold springs, and should not be greatly
affected by the low flow releases caused by the project. Also, if the
cold bottom waters in the reservoir can be maintained, the lake could
possibly provide suitable habitat for trout.

The spawning of most desirable fish species is not expected to be inter-
rupted by drawdown. Vith some species, eg., carp and sunfish, the drawdowns
can be used to benefit the fishery by destroving unwanted spawn. However,
the changes in water level could possibly interfpro with )l:e an!
picherel spanlng through elimination of aquatic plants necossarv to
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TABLE 3-2

PRE-IMPOUNDMENT ENVIRONMENTAL INVENTORY: JORDAN CREEN FISHERY

Adagtability Common Name Scientific Name

Yes American Eel Anguilla rostrata
Yes Bluegill Lepomis machrochirus
Yes Bluntnose Minnor Pimesphales notatus
Yes Carp C rinus carpio
Yes Common Shiner Notropis cornutus
Yes Largemouth Bass Micropterus salmoides
Yes Pumpkinseed Lepomis gibbosus
Yes Redbreast Sunfish Len2mis auritus
Yes Redfin Pickerel Essox americanus americanus
Yes Smallmouth Bass Micropterus dolomieui
Yes Spotfin Shiner Notropis spilopterus
Yes Spottail Shiner Notropis hudsonius
Yes

Possibly Rock Bass Ambloplites rupestris

No Blacknose Dace Rhinichthys atratulus
No Brown Trout Salmo trutta
No Creek Chub Semotilus atromaculatus
No Fallfish Semotilus corporalis
No Johnny Darter Etheostoma nigrum
No Margined Madtom Noturus insinis
No Shield Darter Percina peltata
No White Sucker Catostomus commersoni
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t
their reproduction. The drawdown could also possibly strand and kill
some young fish that frequent the shallows. A critical drawdown will
not take place during the game fish spawning season. The impacts of
drawdowns as well as of daily fluctuations on fish and wildlife uses
will, of course, be greatest in late summar and fall. The rate of
fishing use probably will be reduced somewhat more in later summar and
fall during years of moderate to extreme drawdown than in normal years,
but fishing success probably will be greater. The reduced rate of use
is expected as a result of lessened attractiveness and length of the
shoreline, lessened utility of access facilities, smaller surface area,
and greater competition among users. Similar effects on recreational
users other than fishermen seem probable, and scenic values during the
fall season will undoubtedly be greater during years when the lake is
full.

To assure full fishing use of the lake, special fishermen access facilities
and lake area zoning against conflicting boat uses have been recommended
and are included in current plans. In addition, fishery management
studies should be conducted during the early years of lake operation to
guide proper management by the State in cooperation with the Corps of
Engineers.

(4) Geology and Soils
The inundation of the valley will not appreciablv affect the economic

geology of the area. The area is generally sandy shale. Exploitable
resources will be reduced only slightly since similar deposits exist in
contiguous areas. Aquifers in the surrounding valley areas will be en-
hanced by the lake level and will provide easier access to plentiful
water supplies by the drilling of wells. The resource potential
of the area appears to be minimal. There is no indication of any potential
in the project area for coal, natural gas, or oil deposits. The project
area does not provide the potential for a commercial quarry. There is
an existing fossil area on the banks of the streambed of Jordan Creek in
the vicinity of Route 100. The major portion of this geological area
will not be hindered by the Trexler Reservoir. The fossil area is at
the extreme northern end of the reservoir and would be affected only
when the flood control pool is used, or approximately once every ten
years. Even during this rare occurrence, only a small portion of the
geological area would be affected.

(5) Archaeologic and Historic Features
Unique features such as areas of historical, archaeological, and

ecological interest above the normal pool elevation will be preserved in
their natural setting. Examples are the covered bridges downstream from
the dam and the Indian bake oven located in the Trexler Came Preserve.
Rex's and Geiger's covered bridges, both built in 185%, will not be
affected by the project. The covered bridge directly downstream from
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the darn site willI aliso be preserved. The Indfi.n ba c oven is locat ed
above the flood plain of Jordan Creek downstreri from tIho dam. The
State plans to make this unique structuire, which is chiseled out of
solid rock, a shrine to the Lenri Tenape Indian.

In the area to he inundated by Trexier Llke, two riurve';';nv,
indicated conflicting views, on the significance of tile area. In 196~3-
1964, Temple University, under contract with the National Park, Service,
made an arch aeologi cal survey of the Tre xier Project area, Local
resistance and lack of cooperation was a deterrent to the, fi~ld work
accomplished by the archaeologists.* This and sutbsequtent investi gat ions,
however, revealed nothing of historic significance in the area to be
salvaged. In contrast to the before-mentioned surveys, the T'ennsvlvania
Historical and ' useun Commission suirveyeid the area in 10~71 and di-.covered
certain structures that were interestinrg from an architectural standpoint 30/.
The structures sited were two houses, andI a sm~all cast iron bridge which
dates back to 1876.

The funding responsibility for relocation of historical structuirt's
lies with either State or Federal Comimissions involved with istorical
preservation. The Corns and Its real estate activities will cooperate,
fully towards relocating any historical structure, nrovided that fundinig
comes from the State orauthorized Federal source. \ Iith regard
to thle two specific houses mentioned as havin,- architeCtUral merit, the
State of Pennsylvania will be permitted to bid on the salvage of these
structures, provided that the original Owners dto not wish to exercise
their right of salvage retention. The iron bridie sn cified in thle
Pennsylvania 111storcial survey is bhning considered for p1ossilble us- in
thip recreation area of the park, but has not ye~t botui incltded in an., of
thle nrelininarv recreation plans,. llifore any derision can I,! made on th.?
Use Of this iron brid!ge, justification of the structur" 's historical sig!-
nificancc must be! provided. The National Registvr or 11istoric Placer, (196~9)
has been consulted. No entries therein are affv.ctei' h- th- Trexier T1-do
Project.

(6) Lake WJater Fluctuation. The interaction of natural lake
inflmws and the lake management program will produce bothi lon".-term and
short-tern water level fluctuations. Analysis of these Ion-tern variations
consideed scattered mud banks and flats with attendant rootinF, nrol... 1!
impeded access to lake waters, and desig-n constraints on t~at r-related
recreational facilitles. The impact of these feaiturvs is dlirect an0
moderate. Bank and flat areas to be,, intermittently exno.sed have been
identified for sanding to promote rapid draining of in sitii qoil.s. Th is
particular design measure has been utilized at other recreational lal',eq.
It should he emphasized that drawdownq at other reserynir-- (refer to
Table 1-2) far exceed thle fluctuation to he found vithIn 'Proxler 711aie.
Experience also vindicates the Judgerment that flictuatin" at- r will not

9 ~ ~ ~~1 3/ June 1971, Le4tter from Pennqvlvanina~se oF j oicf e
and Landmark-s.
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materially impede access to the lake or detract from water-based
recreation. Supporting facilities In the land/water zone include
design provisions (size, layout, and adaptability) to accommodate

water level fluctuations.

In the course of an average year's operating cycle, the average
drawdown will total 7-1/2 feet. The most influential ti e period for

the effect of drawdown is the summer season when aesthetir and ecological
considerations are of prime importance. During the June througPh Septem-
ber period, the drawdown should average 5-1/2 feet. This drop in the
pool level will expose 155 additional acres of bottomland. Although
this exposed acreage is generally spread over the 35 miles of the lake
shoreline, it is most prevalent in the shallow: areas of the upstream
reaches of the lake. There is a ten percent probability of a drawdown
of 23 feet to the 470 level. This once in ten-year occurrence would
expose 425 acres of previously inundated bottomland. This is a consider-
able amount when compared to the normal 1220 acre surface area of the lake.
This severe drawdomn will expose hottomland chieflv in the tributary areas-
of the lake, in some cases, as much as 4500 feet long. Also, generall
throughout the reservoir, the width of the lake will] be reduced by
approximately 1/3 its normal size.

Although the bathing and boating beaches will hi: sanded to elevation
464 feet above m.s.1., or 6 feet below the once In ten year drawdown,
the recreation potential of the reservoir will be severely hindred by a
severe drawdown. It must be mentioned, however, that dra-downs more
severe than those expected at Trexler Reservoir occur annually, and do
not seem to hinder recreation attendance.

Normal drawdown during the recreation season will be minimal, anproxi-
matelv 3/4 inch per day. Land exposed as a result of lovering" of the lake
level is generally steep sloped so that drainage will not bo a serious
problem. In the flatter areas in the upstream reaches of the reservoir,
the soil Is free-draining. However, some areas will renuiire draina(,e
to prevent secondary ponding which could become broeding places for mos-
quitos and other nuisance vectors.

A nositive program for mosquito control is anticirnt-d, erwlovin.-
U?. S. Public Health Service criteria. Typically, small rivulets can he
Incornorated into the bank area as required to preciiudc nondinf, in sich
locations. Field studies after impoundment will be condurted to determine
which areas will require drainage and other measures to urevent and control
mosquito and black fly populations. As an added iprecnution, durins
clearing operations, oh lectionable features such as cesspools, land fl

sites, and mamps will he treated in accordance with amplicable 11EV and
Pennsylvania Department of Health Standards to avoid the breeding areas
for disease and nuisance vectors.
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A continually updated lake operations program will coordinate tlhf
demands on the lake during the life of the project so that commitments
to water supply, recreation, and fish and wildlife can be met. Controlled
changes in lake water level can effectively control some environmental
problems. Hlowever, the ultimate effect on certain elements of the
environment, such as the ability of specific aquatic plants to root,
cannot be fully understood until some operational experLence with the lake
has been obtained. Because there are a variety of sol. conditions and

ground slopes involved and many aquatic plants available, no single
solution to the control of aquatic plants is expected to be effective.

d. Establishment of Recriation Area's lla,:e. The summer con-
servation pool will offer a 40mile shoreline and wi I be supplemented
by a plan of water-related recreation develonment which ill initiallN
sunport an estimated 185,000 visitors annually. The recreation facilities
can be ultimately expanded to accommodate a man,,, as 4 24 ,50'3visitors,
and public access will be permitted along the entirr shoreline except

at the damnite.

It is the Corns policy to maximize the aesth .tic valu- of the natural
setting in the development of all recreation sites. Thei maintenance of
all landscape and groundwork will be th responsibilitv of the State
after the intial construction by the Corps. The dallv traffic load
should be sufficiently handled by the extensive snnr-rhi h .:av netvor x,,bich
services the area. The usae. of arterial ro;ds (1'. . oute 30( and
Pa. Routc 100),which directly service the project arpa,i'; presintlv from
2,0000 to 10,000 vehicles per day belo, desii'n caoacitv. Therefore, the
increased usage of Trexler Lake should not present any m1jor transportation
problem.

A well planned waste control management pro-ram Is necessary in order to
accommodate the recreational usage anticipated at key locations throughout
the project. Funds to the amount of '0,l00 will b, provided to sunplv
drinking, water and adequate, sanitary s3wave disposal for visitors to
Trexler Lake. There are five comfort stations; (,,ater-borne sanitary
facilities) and five vault latrines planed. ''astes from th water-lborn
toilets (generally located in picnic and boat la11ncliT, aras) will be
piped to a sewage treatment plant which will h, built in conjunction ''ith
the project. Recreation areas which are serviced hv vaiult-tpev latrines
will have the waste trucked to the treatment plant. T," latrines t1w I, -
constructed so that thoy can be converted Into water- orn" facilities at
some future date. Also the vault will Ie concr:-.te llyn-d to prevent anv
seepage of sewage waste into the groun&ater; thuz avoidin, a possible
pollutiton source. Preliminary plans for the troatrient nlant anticivatt
that Innovate syqtems such as land disposal using, lapoon-lil:e treatment
cells and spray irrigation technology may b* of foctvelv ,,-I loved.
This systen will ba conqldere,! in conjunction ,witli a s*,.,a, plant with
the effluent belne dischared belowA the reservoir. in either situation,
the qeva'e plant effluent will meet all 'tate, Pelerr , and b IT water
nuality standards.
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4. Adverse Environmental Effects Which Cannot Be Avoided. Tmplementation
of the project in a rural valley will modify the aesthetic and intrinsic
characteristics of the natural scene, remove productive farmland which
contributes to the area economy, relocate the community organization
and social structure, remove tax ratable lands from the county rolls and
eliminate natural wildlife habitat. The reservoir would convert 8.6
miles of free-flowing stream to a slack water impoundment. In the proj-
ect area, the scenic qualities of the open space which has been preserved
by the Trexler Came Preserve, State game lands and the rural agricultural
valley upstream from the dam will be lost. Those scenic qualities will be
replaced by the scenic characteristics of a valley lake. Productive farm-
land, portions of the Came Preserve and State game lands, and tax-ratable
land will be lost. The project will have a severe effect upon Lowhill
township since over 50 per cent of the township will be acquired for the
project. Fish and wildlife habitat loss is mitigated by both additional
acquisition of land and by the introduction of a wildlife management
program to the area. Public use of project lands will act to diminish
water contamination from agricultural chemicals and human and animal
fecal material introduced into the lake by natural overland drainage.
The regional trend toward development and associated environmental
degradation will be reversed with implementation of the project due to
provision for fishing, hunting, and general recreation, and attendant
orderly use of the surrounding lands. The project, however, will result
in other environmental impacts which may be adverse. Of the various
environmental impacts discussed in Section 3, only the following involvei adverse effects which cannot be mitigated or avoided with
the project as now formulated.

(1) During construction. Construction operations will necessi-
tate extensive removal of surface and rock material along the site of the
spillway, thus exposing a large rock outcrop. Construction contracts will
incorporate rigid controls on the construction methods in order to minimize
and confine the destruction of existing vegetation, unnecessary grading of
the landscape and temporary silt load pollution of stream. Corps of
Engineers provisions for environmental protection 31/ will be applied by
the Contractor as monitored by the Resident Engineer.

As the water level rises, wildlife will migrate to higher elevations.
In case of warm water fish species, they will remain to become part of the
lake. Stream levels will be stabilized for the fishery during construction.

(2) Post-Construction. Excavation for the recommended location
of the spillway, outlet works will expose the base rock of the region. The
inherent attraction of the rock arising from its color and veination may be
diminished somewhat because of its extent and in some locations abrupt
transition with the surroundings.

$31/ U. S. Army Corps of Engineers Regulations EC 1110-2-109.
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One major environmental change results from implementation of the

project. The spillway, to be constructed over the ridge of the peninsula
containing both the zoo portion of the Trexler Came Preserve and the
project operations buildings, will create a large cut readily observable
from Game Preserve and project overlooks. The spillway location limits
Game Preserve expansion options and confines multiple Federal and non-Federal
public uses on the peninsula to the narrow tip. Because of its size,
the spillway cannot be effectively screened to totally eliminate the
unpleasant aesthetic aspects.

Land use change accompanied by construction scars will result. Visi-
tor use is provided to a degree less than that which might cause damage to
the project lands. Construction scars will be ameliorated by grading, seeding,
reforestation; landscaping will be provided as required. Effluents from
the sewage treatment plant will be properly treated under State regulatory
standards. Original unsanitary site conditions will be eliminated by
removal of the sources within the project area. It is anticipated that
operation and maintenance of the recreation facilities will be the responsi-
bility of the Pennsylvania Bureau of State Parks.

(3) Mitigation Design. Several earthwork design aspects have
been advanced to improve the treatment of the rock outcrop area. Briefly
these ideas include: direct soil application, development of surface
vegetation, and architectural sculpturing of the rock. In this con-
nection, an added study of the total project environment in the vici-
nity of the dam and the excavated area will be made. Such studies
will identify treatments or techniques, presently in the development
stages, which can be successfully employed to aesthetically enhance
the present design.

a. Land Acquisition and Relocation. Construction of the project will
require acquisition of about 3280 acres of lands for development and subse-
quent operation and maintenance, 918 acres for recreational facilities, and
234 acres of wildlife mitigation lands. However, not all of these lands
will be altered from their present use. Development of the project will
also require displacement of 348 residents from the project area. Displace-
ment relief for those residents will be provided under authorities of the
Relocation and Assistance Act of 1970 (PL 91-646).

b. Impoundment. The major adverse effect of the lake, will be the
permanent loss of an 8.6 mile stretch of the free-flowing Jordan Creek and
inundation of 1220 acres of adjacent lands, in addition to the 80 acres now
covered by existing streams. These streams have largely retained their
natural appearance and scenic charm because of limited public use. Creation
of Trexler lake would preclude preservation of Jordan 'reek and existing
streams in its present natural state. On the other hand, creation of Trexler
lake would provide increased public access and use of semi-natural conditions
through appropriate acquisition of streamside lands.
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The branch of the lake that will go up the existing Jordan Creek
streambed to Pa. 100 will inundate a small part of a geological site
containing low-grade marine fossils, while the branch that will go up the
Mill Creek streambed will partially flood small portions of an area which
includes a stand of arrow-wood.

Impoundment of the river to form a lake will accelerate natural
eutrophication of the stored waters to an extent which is not now fully
known. While the total dissolved solids content of the Jordan Creek is
low compared to water stored in most large impoundments, significant
quantities of phosphates and nitrates exist because of agricultural run-
off and treated sewage effluents upstream of the lake.

There is, at present, only meager ba' ic understanding of eutrophi-
cation and interrelated limnological processes in lakes, and predictions
are somewhat uncertain. Future growth in upstream population and visitation
to the proposed recreation developements along the lake would, of course,
increase the rate of eutrophication unless corrective actions are undertaken.

One possible adverse effect of eutrophication, should it occur to a
significant extent, is development of excessive blooms of algae in Trexler
lake. These blooms could impair the attractiveness of recreational use of
the lake and the lakeside developments and diminish the value of stored
waters for municipal and industrial uses. Another possible effect is
development of a low dissolved oxygen content, during the summer, in the
bottom layer of the lake. This reduction of dissolved oxygen would be
caused by decay of algae and other detritus that sink to the bottom. The
effects of eutrophication would also deleteriously affect the fishery in
proportion to the severity of the condition. To combat eutrophication, a
multi-level withdrawal system is planned. This system would cause a mixing
of the various layers of water, thereby reducing the effects of eutrophication.
As part of the management program, an oxygen delivery system may he installed
on the bottom of the lake.

Working experience with other reservoirs suggests that, even where im-

poundment conditions appear to be highly favorable for utilization of nu-
trients such as calcium, potassium, nitrogen, and phosphorus by algae, with
consequent blooms, the reservoirs do act as a nutrient trap; but with proper
management, this condition can be effectively managed. A large proportion
of the nutrients are passed through the reservoir without being incorporated
into the hiomass of the reservoir. Much of the phosphorus on the other
hand does appear to be precipitated and adsorbed by the bottom muds, but
in an insoluble form.

Although variable from reservoir to reservoir, the amount of organic
material produced within the impoundment is considerable and either acceler-
ates eutrophication or enters the food chain in significant itxantities. The
primary factors which may be responsible for 1nduction of eutrophic processes
in the lake environment will not necessarily he from upstream enrichment,
but rather from primary production.
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Although nutrient loading may prove to be a major factor in eutrophication
of Trexler Lake, the major operative factor will he massive habitat change,
(from relatively rapid stream to stillwater impoundment) which allows for
establishment of a large biomass of primary producers of organic material.
Due to the present state-of-the-art there is no way to predict the degree
of eutrophication at Trexler other than to say, like all lakes, it may be
a problem on an intermittent basis.

Heavy reliance on use of copper sulfate and on other algicides to
control algal blooms may not be made in accord with existing State practice
with a view towards minimizing temporary deleterious ecological effects.
Such measures, if employed, would only supplement the preventive management.
Multi-level openings in the outlet structure offer the opportunity to control
oxygen quantities and impoundment level mixtures for sound water management.

c. Recreation facilities. Initial lakeshore recreation facilities,
with a daily design peak capacity of 2,475 visitors, will be installed con-
currently with project construction. Ultimate peak visit or design load
for water-related facilities is estimated to be 424,500 people annually.

Available 1970 census data indicate continuation of the population
trends foreseen in that report. The population of each of the two counties
adjacent to the project area has increased significantly over the past two
decades.

Regional growth trends have been encouraged by improved access to

the adjacent Pocono and northern New Jersey areas and by an increase in
the number of families seeking natural outdoor recreation opportunities.
The anticipated general impact of the Corps recreation developments on the
surrounding area would be an acceleration and intensification of these trends.
The most likely result appears to be a mixture of adverse and favorable
environmental and socio-economic effects.

The lakeside recreation facilities, in the pleasant scenic setting,

are expected to be the major source of visitor attraction to the reservoir.
Despite the best efforts to spread visitor pressure effectively among the
facility areas and to minimize visitor impact on the area, there will be
unavoidable occasions during which traffic congestion and visitor overuse will
occur with resultant adverse effects of short-term damage to the surroundings.
Unsightly accumulations of trash and litter are nearly inevitable under

such circumstances, and will mar the visitor experience somewhat for short

periods of time. However, enforcement of local and Federal anti-littering

laws and regulations will ameliorate this situation. D)uring summer weekends

and holidays, in particular, traffic congestion induced by the presence of

the recreation facilities will adversely affect, to some degree, adjacent

highways and communities.
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Many of the region's residents, p1rt!.ctln.rly those in the low in-
come categories,will welcome better soct,-ccc ;7mic conditions as an im-
provement. The provision of short-terni ier-,aces for visitors, such as
daily and weekly sleeping accommodations ard eating establishments, will
stimulate the local economy and create jobs for many residents.

Many permanent and seasonal residents will be distressed over the
loss of the existing predominantly rural and scattered commercial develop-
ment pattern. Careful zoning controls and other local regulatory measures
will be needed to prevent future commercial development of service to the visiting
public from occurring in areas outside the lake project, in a way that con-
flicts with sound regional land use plans.

d. Operation of the lake. As discussed in Section 2 of this statement,

Trexler lake will be operated to pass a minimum daily flow of 5 cfs through-

out the year. The average yearly drawdown will be 7-1/2 feet, although
drawdown during the 14 week prime recreation season will average 5-1/2 feet.
Larger drawdowns will, of course, occur in drought years.

A five foot reservoir fluctuation from the recreation pool elevation of
493 will occur frequently, thereby exposing areas of barren shoreline through-
out the impoundment area. Controlled releases of water will be provided to
maintain a stream flow comparable to existing conditions downstream where
past history indicates that Jordan Creek has often dried up during low flow
periods due to the loss of water to the underground aquifier. The project
will also reduce the full effect of natural flushing and cleansing occasion-
ed by seasonal high flows.

The adverse effects of drawdown and fluctuation are primarily aesthetic.
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, in its appraisal of the Trexler
Lake Project, concludes that adverse effects on fisheries will be minimal,
and even possibly helpful, in its disruption of spmning of less desirable
rough fish. Additional studies pertaining to artificial spawning areas
for game fish are in progress.

The aesthetic effect is not likely to be substantial, since 80% of the

shoreline is steep-sloped with most of the soils along the rest of the lake shore
being free draining. Therefore, the exposure of these lands is not expected
to produce any substantial area of saturated soils. Minor drainage or other
measures will be undertaken to minimize mudflat problems where they may exist.
Adverse effects on recreational use are not expected since beach areas and

supporting facilities will be designed to accommodate the drawdowns in all
but the most extreme drought years.
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5. Alternatives to the Proposed Action. Presented below are various
alternative actions that might avoid some or all of the adverse environ-
mental effects. These alternatives were explored in the course of develop-
ment of the Trexler Lake project. Evolution of the project, as well as its
formulation within the framework of the Delaware River Basin Plan is dis-
cussed in detail within the report on the Comprehensive Survey of the
Water Resources of the Delaware River Basin. 32/

a. Background. The inventory of potential major reservoirs included
sites proposed in thirty-five prior reports covering water resource develop-
ment in the basin or identified in additiona] studies made ip connection with
the Basin Plan. A total of 193 major dam and reservoir sites were compiled.
Of necessity, the subsequent selection process was extensive due to the per-
mutations and combinations implicit in the number of sites proposed. A
further complication was the interdependency of the basin phvsical character-
istic-s. That is, the introduction of a project on a single tributary of the
region will generally affect,to some extent,the regional water resource
characteristics. The evaluation method used in the survey for deriving
the composition of the recommended Basin Plan involved a set of successive
discrete screenings of proposed projects followed by detailed appraisals of
the resulting preferred plans. In this manner, the present plan was defined.

In examining the alternatives to the proposed action, it is helpful to
frame the discussion in terms of the adverse effects of the multi-purpose
project as identified in Section 4 of this statement. Also refer to the
conspectus for this section. These characteristics may themselves be placed
in three physically-motivated classes as follows:

A. Adverse Characteristics Brought on by Creation of Lake

1. Loss of free-fl.-- !n stream qualities
2. Redtiction in agricultuiil production
3. Exposure of extensive rock cut at the spillway
4. Accelerate natural eutrophication
5. Hardship related to rtlocation and a,quisition
6. Loss of some wildlife habitat
7. Decrease in tax ratables (temporary)
8. Inundation of sites of botanical interest

B. Adverse Characteristics Arisinp from Lake Operations

1. Drawdown and aquatic-plant rooting problems
2. Resident fishery changes

32/ December 1960 (revised May 1961) in eleven volumes. Printed and
distributed by the 1I. S. Government Printing Office, 1962, as It. D. 522.
See especially Appendix 0: Formation of the Plan of Development.
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C. Recreation-Related Adverse Effects

1. Traffic jams
2. Solid waste handling
3. Liquid waste handling

In evaluating the various alternatives to the Trexler Lake project,
certain of these adverse characteristics could be altogether avoided or
experienced to a greatly diminished extent. The balance of this section
presents alternatives to the proposed action beginning with the no-action
concept and concluding with alternative actions which avoid one or more
adverse environmental impacts. It should be noted at the outset that
alternate multi-purpose projects providing the equivalent services were in-
vestigated in the referenced comprehensive plan for the Delaware River Basin.

b. An Alternate Multi-Purpose Project. A possible course of
action would be an alternate multi-purpose project, located elsewhere of
sufficient size to serve the same functions as the adopted project. Within
the constraints of the plan, these projects are themselves mutually exclu-
sive with a similar environmental impact albeit upon different sections of
the river and environs. No particular environmental advantage could therefore
be anticipated.

c. The No-Action Alternative. One alternative to the proposed action
would be to recommend no water resource development. The major effect of
this course of action would be to essentially preclude all of the adverse
effects attributed to the project. It must be noted, however, that even
without the project, experienced regional growth patterns would produce traffic
jams and solid/liquid waste disposal problems. The demonstrated project
benefits of flood control, water supply, and recreation would he foreclosed.
The Trexler Project represents 1.2 percent, 3.1 percent, and 1.6 percent,
respectively, of the basin needs to be met by the Delaware River Basin Plan
for flood control, water supply, and recreation. Elimination of
this portion of the Basin Plan would require a reevaluation of the pla:n
to determine whether development of the remainder with or without augmentation
would be meaningful in view of the extent of the basin's needs.

In view of these factors, the no-action alternative would make it in-
practical for future water resources development in this region. Without
the project, the lands and properties downstream would still fe subject to
flood damage. Owing to the high degree of regional development and multi-
tude of political subdivisions, introduction of effective flood plain zoning
restriction is not realistic. In the absence of the project, the existing
and future needs for water supply would have to be met by other alternatives
while the need for recreation facilities would be largely unsatisfied because
of lack of adequate public facilities. Furthermore, without the project,
existing recreation facilities would be futher overtaxed and abused.
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Environmental advantages would accrue by avoiding some of the

temporary eutrophication and inundation related effects. Patently,
the benefits of flood control and water supply would be foreclosed.
Less obvious, however, is the lack of satisfaction of the recreation
objective which would result from this approach.

Increased water-related recreation capacity would he f(oreclosed by
this no-action alternative through elimination of 122) acres ,of surface
water and miles of shoreline of the orojected lake. At present, open-
stream recreation is restricted as compared with potential la'e recreational
capacity.

Environmentally, it is believed that this area could commence to
develop at a rapid rate since present indications show that several develop-
ers have already acquired adjacent tracts of land. Also, as a result
of the development of a large industrial complex in the vicinity of
Fogelsville, there will be a demand for increased residential areas to
support this complex.

d. Alternate Actions Which Avoid One or Hore Adverse Environmental
Impacts:

(I) Constant level reservoir. An alternative action employing
a reduced size, constant level reservoir was explored. This alternative
would avoid large drawdowns, reduce the extent of relocations, and avoid
the flood protective works required. No flood control benefits would
accrue from this type of develonment. Water supply benefits would neces-
sarily be compromised.

(2) Reservoir development on tributary streams. Another alter-
native envisages a system of small reservoirs located on tributary streams.
This alternative would avoid the extensive rock cut at the damsite, the
flood protective works, and some loss of historical/archaeological features.
This would eliminate the direct environmental impact in the fishery and the
wildlife habitat of adjacent lands. In turn, the nggrerqate environmental
impact of the system of small reservoirs would be greater than that of
the proposed project and would be spread throughout the tributaries rather
than concentrated at one impoundment. Such a system would be more detri-
mental to tributary stream fishery than the existing project. The single
impoundment is more efficient and fully serves all project purposes with
less detrimental effect on the regional environment.

Construction of the required number of smaller projects along with
access roads and the related facilities would extend detrimental effects
over a wider area and would involve ecosystems of many tributary streams.
This widespread disturbance could be expected to have some effect even on
the main stem of the Delaware. The coordinated operation of such a large
number of projects for water supply, flood control, and recreation would
itself be an extremely complex task. Liquid wastes generated at this
number of remote locations would constitute an additional and dispersed
environmental hazard. 1)rawdown to serve supplies of water and flood con-
trol purposes would limit the effectivness of thesc reservoirs for optimum
recreational ure as well as fishery development.
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In brief, a system consisting only of small reservoirs on tributary
streams would have a far greater impact on the region's environment while

poorly serving some of the water resource needs and failing completely

to serve others.

(3) Elimination of Recreation as a Project Purpose. Elimination

of the recreational aspects of the Trexler Project would eliminate

transient population pollution effects, i.e., intermittent traffic jams

and solid/liquid waste disposal problems. The conclusion should be com-

pared with the continuing growth of regional visitation and associated
traffic and solid/liquid waste disposal problems. Rec:all also that the

project-introduced waste load is only a small portion of the regional

waste control requirements.

Unmanaged development of summer homes, permanent residences, and

recreation-oriented businesses in the project area is continting with re-

sultant change in present land use. Undetermined effects on the existing

environment will accompany such changes, the magnitude of which will depend

on the effectiveness of fragmented local controls enacted to protect the

environment.

(4) Non-Impounding Structural Alternative. Loss of river basin

lands by inundation and/or flood pool effects could he circumvented bv a

system of levees and flood walls. Pre-project free-flo,,in-, stream conditions
would also be maintained at the sacrifice of wnter supply and recreation.

Flood protection, however, could be accomplished hkw an extensive system of
levees and flood walls. Used in lieu of the project's flood storage

capacity, this alternative provides partial protection from floods. This

type of structural technique when used a a g-eneral protective measure
would have an adverse effect on the environment in the area of construction.
Fauna would be denied free access to the rl-er waters; aesthetics would be

impaired by creating a canal-type visual appearance; traditional human access

to the stream waters could be impeded and the view of the river would he
impaired for extended reaches.

(5) Non-Structural Alternative. The need to avoid adverse

environmental impacts led to the consideration of positive non-structural

measures. The regulation of flood plain usage,qupplemented with a sub-

sidized system of regional flood insurance,would in effect redistribute

but not diminish the economic losses of flooding. Such an arproach, if

adopted, would not eliminate the loss of life implicit in flooding and would

preclude high-valued uses of the flood plain lands for agricultural or

industrial development. The project benefits of water supply and recreation

would not evolve from this alternative. The necessary zoning ordinances

to accomplish this would be difficult to implement on a basin-wide concept.

This arises because of the many local g-overning bodies involved in zoning.

A more severe problem Is extant land improvements in the industrialIzeeI

portion of the Jordan Creek which could not be readily relocated.4
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This course of action would not provide water supply benefits or

reduced flood stages in the Lehigh or Del;aware Rivers. Construction of
flood walls or levees would also have an adverse effect on the environ-
ment which could he greater than the proposed project. This alternative
was rejected due to the high cost of protective works required over the

long reach of the Jordan Creek and secondary works required in the
Lehigh River. Under this alternative, recreation benefits would be

limited, land acquisition costly, and necessary zoning ordinances difficult

to enact.

(6) Dry Reservoirs. A series of dry reservoirs each smaller

than Trexler Lake is also an alternative for flood control. Tn particular,

this alternative avoids most inundation effects, avoids the need for levees,

reduces relocation requirements, avoids congestion, avoids eutrophication
potential, and avoids drawdown. To implement this alternative appears
desirable, as it is a passive system; but it would nonetheless entail
environmental impact. The pool capacity required for adequate protection
would lead to excessive scattered land requirements in necessarily un-

developed areas. Given such land acquisition, flora and fauna would be

adversely affected by periodic inundations, by drought, and discontinuous

flows. Debris carried along with flood waters in floating periods would
be deposited in such reservoirs leading to waste control problems. The
reservoirs would also be subject to vector inhabitation. Some remaining

adverqe effects of this alternative would be the necessity of constructing
access routes and the seasonal flooding of river lands. In addition,
this alternative would entail seasonal flooding of river and streamside

land and create an aesthetically unpleasing area near the da site filled
with silt and debris. It would al: o forego water supply and mass recreation
benefits or require satisfaction elsewhere as discussed above. The conse-
quence of foregoing a reservoir-based water supply could he alleviated by
drawinR upon other sources.

(7) Multiple, Smaller Impoundments, In this alternative,
each Individual lake would have to be lacge enough to supply a portion

of the total water supply that one large lake would. The multi-purpose

aspect will be lost if a series of smaller impoundments is constructed. The

cumulative environmental impact on the smaller individual reservoirs in the

same watershed would have to be at least equal to a single impoundment to
achieve the same level of control. It is more likely that the support facili-

ties of the individual impoundments and the dispersed disruption of multiple

sites would be more than the same kind of disruption in a single reservoir.

Flood management is not realisitc. There is simplv no adequate machinery to
develop proper zoning or regulation through the vast reaches of the stream

in unincorporated jurisdictions.

(8) Alternate Sources for Water Supply. Surface water in the
quantities required to meet projected demands is simply not available from

other watersheds; the water supply problem is regional. Water supply needs

could be partially met by ground water supplies as well as from the Lehigh
River, but would be subject to lw yield during drought conditions. U1ltimatelv,
by the year 2000, it could be expected that all sources of economically
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retrievable ground water supplies would be exhausted, requiring develop-
ment of surface water sources of supply.

Desalinization is a potential source of unlimited water supply.
However, under present non-nuclear technology, the power required to
extract the water would place a burden on diminishing supplies of fossil
fuel. A single desalinization plant, based on maximum daily plant out-
puts and related costs expected within the near future, would not approach
the daily water supply output and related costs of the Trexler Lake project.
The by-products from generating the required energy for desalinization would
produce an additional (both thermal and air) pollution load on the environ-
ment, the precise extent of which would be undetermined prior to selecting
a specific location and type of facility.
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6. Relationship Between Local Short-Term Uses of Man's Environment
and Maintenance of Long-Term Productivity.

The proposed project would provide public access to the project
lands for recreational usage and will ultimately accommodate a total
of 424,500 visitors annually of which 177,200 would be credited to
directly project-related recreational development. With inclusion
of the various features recommended by the U1. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, the project would produce a net overall benefic~al effect on the

Little Lehigh River System fishery.

A short-term adverse effect, however, will he the temnorarv forfeiture
of certain species of fish (mentioned in Section 3) made vulnerable by the
transition to a lacustrine environment. These will be replaced by other
types which adapt readily to the warm surface waters of the reservoir. The
Pennsylvania Fish Commission will stock the lake as it will provide potential
for excellent game fishing. A lake, by nature of its width and expanse, in
place of a stream will accommodate a much greater number of fishermen.

The project area, encompassing an eight mile long, winding stretch of
Jordan Creek, consists primarily of farmland and sporadic foliage, the equl-
librium of their relative existence being determined bv the adaptability of
predominantly harsh terrain to agricultural employment. Generallv, the land
is sparsely populated and the small villages of Weidasville and Lowhill
(one dozen buildings each) comprise the most intense semblance of population
in the area.

Presently more than ninety percent of the land surrounding the proposed

project is occupied hy farm dwellings, small communities and agricultural
lands. Generally, the area is experiencing a changing economy with land use
expected to change from farming to permanent residential. It is recognized
that even without the project, future developments within the project boundary
would eventually eliminate a large portion of the present wildlife habitat and
intrude upon the natural character of the area. Sub-development activity in
the project lands would restrict or eliminate present recreational access to
the waters and to the adjacent game lands. In its present uncontrolled flow
through this valley reach, Jordan Creek cannot adequately support either the
present or projected gross water and water-related needs of the basin.

Long term productivity of the proposed project would provide full
public access for recreational opportunities. The project would produce an
increase in sport fisherman and recreation days. It would retain the charac-
ter of the project area by placing the lands in public trust. Flood control
storage would reduce flood damages downstream; while water spplv storage
would provide low flow augmentation through maintenance of mininum daily
releases.
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9 With Trexler Lake, the properites of people living within prolect

boundaries will be acquired in fee, creating a personal hardshin and

inconvenience for them. Some will rebuild; others will move away or

retire. Enactment on 2 January 1971 of Pb 91-646, "Uniform Relocation

Assistance and Real Property Acquisitions Policies of 11)71" provides

increased benefits and payment for persons displaced from dwellings,

farms, and businesses. Especially significant is authority to make

supplemental payments to assure availability of decent, safe, and

sanitary replacement dwellings.

Construction at the dam site will create a temporary intrustion of

transportation facilities and public utilities. There will. be some adverse

short-term influence on the local tax base as a result of ptiblic land
acquisition; however, general experience on other projects is that the tax

base is more than recovered by construction expenditures ani the influx of

recreational and water-oriented commercial activities. Corresnondinglv,

sales of boats, water skis and general recreation equipment are expected

to increase.

Extensive land tracts bordering the project area have been set aside

in efforts by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Lehigh-Northampton

Joint Planning Commission to preserve wildlife native to the reion. it

is recognized, however, that future development within the project zone

would eventually eliminate a large Portion of the present wildlife habitat

and impair he natural character of this region. The threat becomes very

realisitic when one considers the expected developmental needs and the
proximity of the existing Allentown-Bethlehem urban area.

Provision of 548 acres of wildlife lands will be made available to

the Pennsylvania Came Commission to mitigate the project-induced damage to

wildlife habitat. This acreage is augmented by downstream lands which,

with the dam, would now be protected from flooding.

Flood control storage would reduce flood damares on the stem belo, the
dam by an estimated ,372,000 per year (.anuary 1971 price levelq). Flood

protection afforded by the prolect will produce a feelini' of securltv in

the downstream populace. The short-term storage at Trexier Reservoir .,ill

contribute to flood stage reductions at the princinal damage centers of

Allentown, Bethlehem, and Easton, Pennsylvania. Flood-flow rouitinig, studies
show that combined operations of Trexler Reservoir with Beltzville anti

Aquashicola would reduce the flood level experienced In 19)5 at Bethlehem

by two feet.

Flood damage on the Lehigh River between Allentwn and Easton durinp,

the 1955 flood amounted to S18,689,O00 of which $l'1,677,00() were commercial

and industrial losses. In the vicinity of Allentown, some 380 acres are

subject to flooding, Including 300 acres occupied by commercial and indu.strial

establishments and 80 acres of residential area. In the vicinitv of !"ethleherl

and Freemanburg, Pennsylvania, the flooded area consists of apmroximatelv

540 acres including 150 acres of Bethlehem Steel Comrany Plant, and over 1l)

acres of residental area, public parks, railroad yards, andi mainline tracks.
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The extent of floodinp at West Easton and Easton, Pennsylvania, depends not
only on flows emanating from the Lehigh River, hut also on tie Delaware
River flows.

In the vicinity of Trexler there were no other sites found to be suitable
for storage of water, a commodity for which the needs are becoming critical.
Water supply storage would utilize excess river flows, which presently are
discharged to the sea.

Most of the vegetation surrounding areas of intensified construction
will be destroyed. Moreover, wildlife in the path of construction will
be temporarily forced to a new location. It is expected, however, that the
natural resiliency and adaptation of the disturbed ecological svstens will
help many of the construction scars recover; nevertheless, a time lag of
five to ten years or longer (in certain specialized circumstances) will be
required before some of the construction scars will be healed by vegetative
regrowth. When rock is left as a surface material or used on shoreland,
botanical recovery will be retarded or nil.

Taking Land for Public Recreation

Taking land for public recreational purposes is frequently criticized
for adversely affecting the tax base of local governments and school districts.

In spite of the widespread belief that public land acquisition reduces
the local tax base, some recent studies indicate an increase in land values
near recreation areas. This particular report supports this view as the
local tax base recovers its initial market value the year after acquisition
in 12 of 15 Pennsylvania recreational development areas,. Furthermore, thn
gain in value after five years was greater than the general trend of constantly
increasing land values. This was determined by measuring land value changes
in other comparable areas not subject to recreational development. 33/

Iflile significant gains in value of land adjacent to public recreational
areas have been noted, these gains have not been excessive on the average.
The project will provide open space in a region which is l1kely to become
urbanized in the future as a result of population and industrial pressure
from the city of Allentown. The short and long term effect of the project
would be to satisfy immediate and future water supply needs and provide
recreation facilities in an area where demand for such facilities exceeds
the supply. The project will tend to organize the land-use for the maximum
number of participants while conserving the resource in a semi-natural state.
Future technological developments in water supply and flood control technology'
methods and changes in recreation needs could affect the long term necessitv
for the project.

33/ Farm Economics, Sept. 1969, Pennsylvania State University.
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7. Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitments of Resources Which Would be
Involved in the Proposed Action Should It Be Implemented

With the construction of a dam across Jordan Creek at Trexler, the
water level will rise spilling out over the land to form a 1220 acre lake.
Jordan, Lyon, and Mill Creeks will relinquish their free-flowinp qualities
through portions of their length 34/, being replaced by a serene expanse of
water. All unsalvageable vegetative growth within the impounded water zone
will he lost. Moreover, some small percentape of wildlife in their failure
to seek higher ground will be lost.

Recommendations have been made for the preservation of structures pos-

sessIng historical sipnificance through relocation and, similarly, it has
been suggested that trees presently cultivated in the project area nurseries
be transplanted and utilized for site beautification purposes. There are no
significant stands of rare plant specimens in the project area; however, these
stands do occur in other parts of the township and are being preserved and
protected by county and State agencies.

Opportunity for expanded urban and agricultural development of the
lake area will be foreclosed and assuredly changed land use will accompany the
project.

The considerable magnitude of undertaking defined by this project does

not preclude alteration or restoration by future generations. With the
exception of a large permanent rock face at the right abutment and thr ex-
cavation required in shaping the spillway, no irreversible or irretrievable
committments of resources other than the actual expenditure of labor and
materials are involved.

Undoubtedly, chaaged land use will accompany this development. However,
with implementation of the prepared Comprehensive Land Use Plan for the area,
it is believed that a controlled, calculated committment of these resources
would prevail 35/.

34/ Total length involved aggregates 8.6 miles.

35/ Joint Planning Comimission - Lehigh/Northampton Counties,

Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania.
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8. Coordination with Others
a. Public participation

The District Engineer issued a news release noting that the draft
environmental impact statement had been prepared and was available to the
public. The following list of individuals and organizations requested
and received copies of the statement. No comments have been forthcoming
from the public sector, except those from Mrs. Snyder and Miss Hertzog

included on page 8-34.
Sierra Club, Phila. Chapter
Izaak Walton League of America
Lehigh University, Biology Department
Moravian College, Environmental Society
Pennsylvania Power and Light Co.
Levans Homeowners Association

Dr. Isadore Mineo Earle M. Meade
Clarence Nagler, Jr. Richard W. Morgan
Edwin R. Snyder Robert K. Miller
Aaron H. Hower Robert Wirth
Charles P. Dugan Ray R. Brennen
Gertrude Fox Robert L. Gerteis
Jon R. Roth Michail Kostick

, Tom Kasline Elza Brachman
Rudolph Herbst Barry Hunsicker
J. Bruce Mordaunt

b. Government Agencies
The draft environmental impact statement was sent to the following

governmental agencies requesting their views and comments. The comments
of responding agencies are sunmmarized below in this section; copies of the
agency replies are attached to the environmental statement.
U.S. Fish S Wildlife Iervice
Environmental Protection Agency
0.",. Department of Housing & Urban Development
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
[J.1. Department of Transportation, FEHA
Delaware River Basin Commission
U.". Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Commerce
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Lehigh County Authority
Lowhill Township Planning Cormission
Lehigh River Restoration Association
Commissioners of Lehigh County
Lehigh County Soil and Water Conservation District

t
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Joint Planning Commission,
Lehigh/Northampton eourities

Lehigh County Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs
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U. S. FISH ATD WILDLIFE

Comment I

Provide dimensions, surface area of flood control land, and miles of
shoreline of flood control and conservation pool.

Reply

The lake will expand to approximately 8.6 miles long at flood pool
with an average width of 1500 feet. The area of the summer pool is
1310 acres and will have a shoreline of approximately 40 miles. The
area of the flood control pool (EL 504) covers 1480 acres and will
have a shoreline of 47 miles.

Comment 2

In Section ld, project description should deal with the following:
(1) Predicted visitation, (2) Numbers, types and locations of recreation
sites, (3) Express project acreage devoted to recreation facilities (as
a percentage), (4) Expand on project sanitary facilities, (5) Give
visitor information.

Response

(1) See Section 1 of the statement, (E) These are preliminary at this
time, (3) Approximately 85/ of the project is devoted to both
active and passive recreational use, (4) 2,anitary facilities will
include both water borne and vault type facilities. Effluent disposal
Thall comply with existing Pennsylvania Department of Health and Sanitation
Codes. (5) Refer to Section 1.

Comment 3

Section lj. Fishery and Wildlife Program. Idenfity type of fishing

to be developed, and types of wildlife.

Response

Fish management plans will be developed by the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission. There will be 548 acres set aside for wildlife mitigation
lands on the peninsular area bounded by Mill Creek and the Jordan Creek.
Pennsylvania Game Commission will manage the wildlife area in accordance
with their plans.

8
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Comment 4

Section 2 .2.e Identify contributors to the pollutant load and estimate
annual and seasonal concentrations.

Response

The Trojan Powder Plant and the Lehigh Valley Cooperative Fairy is
downstream from the project. U.S.G.S. is performing a pre-impoundment
survey sponsored by the Corps to evaluate pollutants which would enter
the reservoir. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources
has located point sources and an attempt will be made by DER and DRBC
to locate non-point sources and enforce pollution control laws in
accordance with standards established by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
and the Delaware River Basin Commission.

Comment 5

Section 2 .q.g. Plant communities to be affected should be more thoroughly
discussed, including unique species.

Response

See pages 1-3 and 1-4 which cover the recreation aspects. There are
no significant stands of rare plant specimens in the project area; however,
those stands that do occur in other parts of the township are being pre-
served and protected by the county and state agencies. Passive areas and
internal roads and controls will be provided to eliminate traffic
congestion. For the visitor use area: one of the facts used in determining
the annual visitation rate considers the ability of the land to absorb
visitors. Trash and litter will be removed on a daily basis.

Comment 6

Section 3.1. Further discuss permanent and temporary changes in wildlife
and wildlife habitat displacement.

Response

A three year construction period is planned with one year for filling for
the impoundment. The wildlife species to be found are white tail deer,
cotton tails, oppossuni, red and grey squirrels, chipmunks, black bear,
porcupine, snowshoe hare, beaver, woodchuck, bobcat, raccoons, mink, otter,
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striped skunk, and muskrats. Grouse, pheasants, woodcock and water fowl

are also found. Birds consist of hawks, upland plover, pileated woodpecker,
snow owl, horned lark, raven; 10 species of turtles, 2 species of lizards,
and 15 species of snakes are also found. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Gamelands adjacent to the project anI 548 acres of mitigation lands will
accomodate upland wildlife speies. Aquatic-oriented species will relocate
into.higher elevation aquatic habitat in the expanded impoundment shoreline.
Three hundred and sixty acres of woods will be cleared in the construction
and impoundment areas and will be replaced by reforestaticn and landscape
plantings.

Comment 7

Section 3..2a. Further discuss the impact on fish and wildlife of project
construction particularly regarding solid and liquid wastes and spillway
erosion hazards.

Response

The flow of the stream will not be interrupted during construction or even
after impoundment. Studies are under way to evaluate benefits of aquatic
plant management with respect to fish habitat after impoundment. lame
temporarily displaced will move to new mitigation lands provided by the
project.

Liquid waste will be processed through the planned sewage treatment plant
at one of the recreational areas. Liquid waste from other recreation areas
will be trucked to the treatment plant for processing. Solid waste will be
collected on a regular basis and disposed of offsite in a manner acceptable
to local and county practices.

Comment 8

3.P.b. ( Provide more description regarding salvagable trees and recreational

use impact on the environment.

Response

Four inch to six inch caliber trees will be salvaged from the area. The
numbers and species of trees available on site would be moved as required.
Quantities of trees to be moved will depend on project needs: the number
of available hardwood or 0omiferous species, the desirability of thinning
a forested area or Ch*0e0CinIc feasibility of relocation versus purchase.

$



Litter and solid waste will be gathor-,; and disp:ed of daily. ince
recreational areas are planned in accordance with park standards, minimal
compaction of soils should result. 'ome destruction of vegetation, normal
to park operation, will occur. Increased sound and air pollution levels,
resulting from motor boats, parking areas and public concentrations will be
normal for public-use areas and minimized by vegetation and project scope.

Comment 9

I.?I.c Correct sentence.

Response

Concur.

Comment 10

Section 3.3. The impact of physical changes in the environment resultingz
from the project should be related to effects on fish and wildlife.

Response

Fnvironmental controls for the enhancement of fish and wiljlife are
put into effect during and after construction of the projee'ts.

Comment 11

Section 4 (1). Include discussion of habitat destruction and fish and

wildlife displacement effects.

Response

As the impoundment water level rises, the wildlife and fish will migrate

to higher elevation to proper temperature water. In case of warm water
fish species, they will remain to become part of the lake. Stream levels
will be suabilized for the fishery whenever possible.

Comment 1.2

Section 4(2). Include adverse effects of recreational facilities, reservoir
maintenance and operations on the environment.

Response

TLand use change accompanied by construction scars will result. Visitor
usage is calculated to be less than the land could accommodate without
sustained damage.
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Construction scars will be ameliorated by grading, seedinf-, reforestation,and landscaping will be provided as required.

Effluents from the sewage treatment plant will be properly treated under
regulatory standards. Original unsanitary site condritions will be eli linated

by removal of the sources within the project area. Operation and maintenance

of the recreation facilities will be the responsility of the Pennsylvania
Bureau of State Parks.

Comment 13

Elaborate on mitigation design plans regarding unique plant areas, eutrophication,

design capacity and socio-economic effects.

Response

There are no unique botanical areas within the project area.

The multi-level withdrawal system will minimize eutrophication of the lake

waters. Oxygen delivery system may be installed if conditions of the lake
warrant it.

In this preliminary stage, the material presented in Section 4 is satisfactory.

Comment 14

Section 5d (6). Discuss in more depth the "no action" alternative.

Response

The acquisition of the many downstream developments in the flood plain,
including portions of suburban Allentown, is valued at many times the cost
of the entire planned development of Trexler Lake.

Each individual lake would have to be large enough to supply a portion of
the total water supply that one large lake would. tdilti-purpose aspect
will be lost if a series of smaller impoundments were constructed. The

accumulative environmental impact on the smaller individual reservoirs
in the same watershed would have to be at least equal to a single
impoundment to achieve the same level of control. It is more likely

that the supporU facilities of the individual impoundments and the
dispersed disruption of multiple sites would be more than the same kind
f disruption in a single reservoir.

Flood plain management does not totally respond to project purposes.

and use plans &re being developed by SLate and county agencies which

.il! provide machinery to develop proper zoning or regulation.
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Comment 15

Identify the relationship between short-term use and long-term productivity.
Section 6.

Response

Presently more than 9C1 of the surrounding the proposed project is occupied
by farm dwellings, small communities and agricultural lands. Generally,
the are is experiencing a changing economy with land use expected to
change from farming to permanent residential. It is recognized that even
without the project, future deve lopments within the project boundary would
eventually eliminate a large portion of the present wildlife habitat and
intrude upon the natural character of the area. Sub-development activity
in the project lands would restrict or eliminate present recreational
access to the waters and to the adjacent game lands. In its present
uncontrolled flow through this Valley reach, Jordan Creek cannot adequately
support either the present or projected gross water and water-related
needs of the basin.

Long term productivity of the proposed project would provide full public
access for recreational opportunities. The project would produde an
increase in sport fisherman and recreation days. It would retain the
character of the project area by placing the lands in public trust.
'lood control storage would reduce flood damages downstream; while water
supply storage would provide low flow augmentation through maintenance
of minimum daily releases.

Inflow of money would be available from the recreationists to help offset lost
taxes.

Comment 16

(7) Irreversible or Irretrievable Committment of Resources, Unique Plant
communities will be lost.

Response

There are no significant stands of rare plant specimens in the project
area; however, those stands do occur in other parts of the township
and are being preserved and protected by county and State agencies.
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9ENVIRONMENTAl, PROTECTION AGENCY

Comment I

Discuss envirorumental trade-orfs regrIrding the relutive availability ;uid
value of land uses, particularly includir:

(1) Other comparable high quality warm water streams existing in the
Jordan Basin and the Lehigh Valley.

(2) Provisions taken for the preservation of such reaches.
(3) Additional steps needed to preserve an ample supply of high

quality water streams.

Response

Creeks within the proposed project area primarily support a warm water
fishery, except for occassionaJ deep pools of suitable habitat for trout.
These streams are not stocked by the Penna. Fish Commission. The impound-
ment will provide an expanded fishery supporting warm water and adaptable
cold water fish species. Project tailwaters will provide a significant
reach for trout habitat. The agricultural value of the project lands will
be abruptly lost, rather than phased-out over several years as changing
land uses now indicate. The recreational and habitat values shall remain
and are to be enhanced by the provision of mitigation lands, fishery stocking,
recreational facilities, advanced wildlife and fishery management and an expanded
shoreline contributing to increased habitat for water-oriented wildlife.
Those values favorably respond to County and Townships land-use plans
which include adjacent lands development controls. State and County
agencies are responsible for the administration of other warm water streams
beyond the project environs.

Comment 2

Discuss further enhancement of the aesthetic quality of the reservoir
particularly regarding the spillway cut and the 23 foot drawdowns one
year in ten.

Response

It is intended that the crown of the cut slopes on both sides of the
spillway will be fenced as safety requires, and landscaped. The floor
and slopes, where feasible, will be seeded with indigneous grasses. Areas
subjected to drawdown exposure can be treated by grading, use of plant materials
capable of withstanding community changes or enhanced to provide trans-
itional habitat for water-oriented wildlife. Areas subject to drawdown
include land managed by State Fish and Game Commissions, State Parks,
Trexler Game Preserve, and the Federal Government. Those lands will be
jointly enhanced and maintained.
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Comment 3

Tdentify and correct sources c human Iec'f! bacteria and salmonella
contamination from the Trexler Game Tlrserve before reservoir is filled and
describe the necessary steps to eliminate or disinfect cuch contamination.

Response

Planned public sewage systems will reduce or eliminate exisiting problems
resulting from poorly regulated septic sys;tems outside the project area.
Land inundated by the impoundment will be cleared of vegetation and
buildings and cesspool and septic tank contents removed, disenfected and
filled. Nutrient source control and identification in the upstream
feeder streams of the lake are coordinated on the private, local, State
and Federal levels. tate and County gameland management practices
relate numbers of animals to land capacity resulting in reduction of
nutrients from that source. Salmonella has not been identifiable in
tests to-date and there is no significant fowl industry in the area.
Water quality in the reservoir can be controlled by proper management
practices determined when the impoundment exists and problems are specifically
identified. Systematic water sampling continues under 115IG5(5 auspicies
leading to early formulation of a pollution pattern and subsequent
control program.

Comment 4

To show the level of eutrophication control due to nutrients, the results
of agricultural practices and agreements with local zoning authorities and
the State Department of Environment Resources to prevent accelerated
development and sewage discharges upstream should be included. A systematic
sampling program coverimg a wide range of flows throughout the year on
the major tributaries of Jordan Crddk upstream of the dam site should
also be undertaken to settle the extent of the problem and possible
treatment before construction.

Response

Regulatory agencies within the Department of Environmental Resources are
responsible for and have been alerted to water quality conditions. Water
sampling and quality studies are continuing with Federal and State agency
coordination. Iutrophication extent is manageable and the level of
management will be determined when the reservoir exists. Controls will
be funded as part of normal operational and maintenance budgets.

Comment 5

Steps should be taken to upgrade the effluent discharge from upstream
sewerage treatment plants before the reservoir is built.

8-10
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Nutrient levels can be controlled through proper management. Local
towns will properly manage their waste treatment plants in accordance

with the regulations set by the various control agencies. Plant coordination

and siting wilt comply with State regulations and regional plans for
integrated waste management.

Comment 6

Secure a definite commitment from State and local authorities to preclude"
the danger of future treatment plants.

Response

Informal commitments from both State and local agencies indicate ex-
isting regulatory options are being incorporated into regional plans.

Comwent 7

Provide details of land disposal of sewage effluent regarding effective
use in a basin noted for its rapid runoff.

Response

Upgrading of area sewerage treatment facilities and planned coordinated
utilization of local and Federal treatment plants obviate the need for
land disposal.

Comment 8

The alternative recommendation to spray irrigation of sewage effluent
of discharge into the reservoir is undesirable.

Response

Discussion of effluent treatment options of spray irrigation, discharge of
properly treated effluent into the lake, and downstream dischage are offered
as planning alternatives. Use of a forthcoming ecological simulation model
will provide the mechanics for selection of the appropriate method.

Goivnent 9

vrovide details concerning the location and characteristics of the

disposal facility.

Response

Recreational area sewage effluent from upstream treatment plant facilities
can be properly treated and discharged downstream of the dam or into the

lake, if conditions permit. Operational area sewage effluents can be
treated in a plant downstream of the dam in c(.urdination with the zoo
portion of the Trexler Game Preserve expansion.
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Comment 1)

Serious re-Alts of reservoir dhis, own include;
(1) Jordan Creek will go dry more often.
(2) Lack of neutralizing acid frcm mine drainage into the Lehigh

upstream of the Northhampton Co. Line.
(3) Effects on the trout fishery due to re-entry of water from the

channel of the Jordan into Helfrich's Springs are, lue to low flows of
these streams.

(h) Water quality in the lower Jordan is impaired by industrial
discharges. Reduced flows will make attainment of the water quality
objectives that much more difficult. 1Ieleases should be sufficient
to insure that no portions of the stream bed become dry at any time and
provide an average of 12 cfs discharge. Increased release should be
provided as discussed in the USGS' Report Water Resources of Lehigh County,
Pennsylvania.

Response

With the 5 cfs discharge as a proposed minimum, it is expected that reaches
of Jordan Creek below Trexler Lake will be dry more frequently and for
longer periods of time than at present.

Jordan Creek flows are, however, not of sufficient quantity at present
to have a noticeable effect on pH values in the Lehigh River.

The trout fishery in the lower reaches of Jordan Creek should not be affect-
ed since this portion of the stream is not subject to dryness but charged
from local cold water spring. The USCS report (referenced in comment)
indicates that water lost from Jordan Creek does not re-enter the Jordan
but rather enters the Lehigh River in the vicinity of Northampton.

It is understood that release of water for dilution purposes is not an
acceptable alternative to adequate treatment of industrial waste discharges.

Low flow augmentation to preclude a dry stream would constitute an en-
hancement of the present condition.

Comment 1

Impact statement is far too optimistic and exaggerates the potentialities
of the reservoir with respect to fisheries. It is unlikely that Coho
Salmon or Striped Bass could be established in the reservoir even if
eutrophication did not occur. Drawdowns during the breeding season
are not a very plausible way to control rough fish since a substantial
investment of resources would be required. Northern Pike and Muskelunge
would probably not be able to breed successfully in the reservoir. Over
abundance of rough fish is almost inevitable.
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tResponse

The potential for proper habitat and introduced species survival exists.
Similar experience at Beltzville Lake shows the habitat to be desireable

for the stocked muskelunge. Seining areas combined with lake drawdown
may effectively control rough fish population and could be achieved by
contract if that management tool is indicated. Introduction of muskelunge
and pike will also help control rough fish production. Introduced species

may adapt if properly stocked and controlled. Refer to comment regarding
seining above. The recommendation of eliminating reservoir fluctuations
is not feasible since the breeding period is also a time when drought
is most likely and the minimum flow recommended might not be maintained.
Fishery management is the responsibility of the Pennsylvania Fish
Commission which has indicated willingness to both introduce new fish
species as well as a regular stocking program and to coordinate management
requirements for those and indigenous species with reservoir management.
Determination of a refined program must await knowledge of temperatures,
fluctuation schedules and indigenous fish quantities when the lake is
operat ionkl.

Comment 12

The Corps should insure that stimulated, unplanned, secondary private
development does not take place by employing its substantial local support
and its contacts with state and Federal Authorities.

Response
We concur in this comment. Local government bodies will be encouraged

to exercise existing controls to prevent the addition of billboards,
tourist facilities, residential developments or other uncontrolled in-
trusions which would have an undesirable effect on the scenic vistas along
the access routes. The Corps continues to coordinate efforts in this
regard with local and state agencies.
Comment 13

The E S should explain why the environmental effects are justified in
terms of social and economic gains. The project purposes need to be

* described and analyzed and they must be shown to have a value which
outweighs any inescapable environmental degradation and commitment of
resources implicit in the project.

Response

The purposes of the Trexler Lake Project is adequately described in sectioni
1 of the EIS entitled project discription. The EIS should not make any
attempt to justify the project with respect to environmental impacts
verses social and economic benefits. The EIS?3 should summerize and analyze
the environmental effects of the alternative actions as an explanation of
the recommended plan.
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Co nent 14

Benefits are claimed for flood damage reduction despite the fact that no
systematic program is cited which would provide control over land use
in the downstream flood plains.

The discussion of flood control benefits in the EIT is inadequate, particularly
the degree of flood protection in downstream reaches, types of structures
affected, and susceptibility to flood. Numerical benefits are based on
damage estimates which are at least 10 years out of date.

Response

The flood release of the reservoir is never more than the stream capacity.
Proper local zoning ordinances and land use policies eminating from
incorporated political subdivisions and regional comprehensive land use
plans recognize the flooding limitations and those ordinances, plans and
state regulations will forestall secondary development. Damage estimates
are based on the impact of the flood of record superimposed on existing
and projected downstream development. The benefits cited consider current
conditions. Federal agencies funding downstream development will exercise
control initiatives cited in Executive Order No. 11296

Comment 15

Statement in Trexler Lake EIS 5-4 and Tocks Island Lake EIS 5-3 are alike
and false.

Response

Cited statements are alike and correct. Flood protection insurance

is a cost in itself and would be relieved if the regional flood protection
plan, which includes both lakes and other integrated projects, is completed.

Comment 16

The pvrpose of the water supply storage in Trexler reservoir is not given
in the Impact Statement and the tentative "Justifications" advanced are
fallacious on close examination.

Response

Water supply as a project purpose is discussed in the EIl. Responsibility
for determining that need and advance knowledge of users is incumbent
on the DRBC. That agency has agreed by resolution to purchase water from
the project on behalf of the Lehigh County Water Authority. That supply
source is less costly than river sources and is included as a required source
in the regional water supply and sewage treatment plan. 2/

2/ Lehigh/Northampton Counties Joint Planning Coimssion
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9Comment 17

The procedure to calciii]itp the rnumerilea monetary bfmeflts to be ascribed
to water mn)ply as the conl, of an alIerntive single purpose project
providing, tho:e mume -iupplies is not e orrpct, except where the actual
value of the benefits can be shown to exceed the cost of such an alternative
project. ienefits claimed are several times too large.

Response

The methodlolog<y and rationalrh behind 1,he determination of the benefits is
proper. Boduction in the benefit: would be iustified only to the extent
that the various benefits are in conflict with one another. This does
not apply in thQ relationship between flood control and water supply.
Moreover, conflict between water s, upply and recreation benefits would occur
only in the unlikely event that a drought should cause excessive drawdown
of the water.

Comment 18

Ilse of an unrealistically low intereilt rnte may make possible low water
rates to potential users of water from the reservoir.

Response

The analysis of the project was performed at the then established rate of
3 %. As part of a sensitivity analysis, and also in accord with the annunl
up-dating of the project costs and benefits to reflect present prices, the
analysis was performed at the current rate of 5,14 and was found to be fully
justified. The water rates are determined by the DRBC, and are set in a
manner to conform to the prevailing rate in the area.

Comment 19

The function which Trexler would better serve than increased withdrawals
of water from the Iehigh is that of augmenting the low flows of the Lehi-h
and Delaware Rivers.

Response

This is not a purpose of the Project but a beneficial result of it. A
result whose value is not claimed in evaluating the project justification.

Comment 20

Alternatives have not been studied, developed or described, in the case of
the Trexler Lake impact statement, for the simple reason that virtually the
entire alternatives section is taken over word for word from the Tocks Island
Impact Statement.
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Response

The Trexler Project is a small portion of a regional plan of which Tocks

Island is a major part. Many of the fundamental thoughts expressed in

the Tocks Island EIS are comparable to this project and the Tocks EI'

was therefore used as a base in some of the Trexler project discussion.
The overall plan is comprised of many Federal and State projects of both
single and multiple-uses. Each project is justified in its own right.
The basic relationship of the projects is the flood control purpose of each.
Water supply is not a purpose of most of the projects and providing that
capacity would involve relocation of environmental impacts from one location
to another.
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9 DEPT. OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE (HEW)

Comment:

The Project does not appear to represent a hazard to public health or safety

Response:

None required
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DELAWARE RIVER BASIN COdT TSION

9 Comment 1

How were the percenta-eL: 1.2, E.l, and 1.6 mentioned in pag7e 11 of the F"ore-
ward determined for use in formulating the Trexler Lake project in regard
to flood control, water supply storage and recreation:

Response

These percentages were arrived at using figures in the Delaware River Basin

Report of the Comprehensive Plan.

Comment 2

Additional maps and format changes would be helpful to the reader.

Response

Format is standardized by regulation.

Comment 4

To minimize adverse impacts on aquatic life, can sudden extreme fluctuations
in stream level be avoided by an adequate release or cutback program'.' ,tre'm

level fluctuations will seldom occur suddenly. V'tream releases are planned
according to meterorological predecions as far as in advance as possible
expressly to avoid adverse impacts on downstreams environment.

Response

Multi-Level outlets will control water releases which will minimize adverse
impacts on aquatic life downstream.

Comment 5

DRBC makes no formal guarantees to anyone on water quality in the reservoir.
This paragraph should be changed or deleted.

Response

DRPC and the Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental Resources agreed on wter
quality standards for Jordan Creek and all its tributaries and steps will
be taken to enforce these requirements for industrial, domestic and agricultural
discharges into the stream.
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Comment 6

For aesthetic purposes all trees, stumps, root systems, etc. should be

removed within the drawdown zone.

Response

Removal of stumps and roots would disturb the soil, resulting in extensive
erosion and siltation of the impoundment.

Comment 7

Reference to clean water zone should read:

"The Lehigh River clean water zone runs from the headwaters to a point four
miles downriver from White Haven, Pennsylvania."

Response

Concur

Comment 0

Pish species mentioned in relation to feeding on vegetative growth are
carniverous rather than vegetarious.

Response

The herbivorous fish live on the vegetation which in turn are fed upon by
the carnivorous fish species.

Comment o

Another major water supply source may be Lehigh River at Northampton and
Catasaqua.

Respcnse

The combined Francis E. Walter and Aquashicola Pan when completed will supply
a dependable yield of 80-100 M.G.D. into the Lehigh River which will be
utilized by Allentown and the suburbs. As an alternate to the plan, the
City of Allentown would draw 18.7 M.G.D. directly from the Lehigh River.

Comment 10

,ost severe period of drought was from 1961 to 1967.
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('oncur - correct

(omment 11

Can an earth dam assume a more natural form to blend with surrounding land
forms? Possibly growth of trees and shrubs should be included on dam itself.

Response

Due to engineerinF constraints, this Ls not feasible. Trees and shrubs -,Hll
be used in adjacent areas to soften the impact of the structure.

Comment 12

What kind of restorative landscaping program will alleviate sharp contrast
between spillway cut and surrounding terrain?

Response

Operational features and adjacent areas will be landscaped to obtain
aesthetic appeal. Group plantings of trees and shrubs w,'ill be utilied
to eliminate the sharp contrast between the spillway and surrounding
terrain.

Comment 13

,hat mitigative measures can be taken in drawdowns to avoid an adverse effect

on fish spawning?

Response

rawdowns will be regulated to consider fish spawning considerations within
the lake.

romment 14

';tates that reservoirs do not act as a nutrient trap, but says that Phosphorous,
an essential nutrient, precipitates and becomes insoluble. This is a conlradic-
tion.

Response
Reservoirs do act as a nutrient trap to -ome degree. Phosphates entering{ the
hypolimnion of a lake in the presence of ferrous iron and o ygen will precipitate
qs an insoluble ferric phosphate and be deposited to the lake sediments. If
anaerobic conditions develop in the sediment, the phosphorous can be freed
and go into solution. In a normally stratified lake however, most of the
phosphorous thus freed would remain in the hypolimnion. With re-introduclion
of oxygen during the fall overturn, most of the phosphorous would again
be precipitated to the sediments. Over a, period of years, the amount of

phosphoronr permanrntly accumlating in the selnments would increase while
the amo~inL lilernted kn,] made a riilal le y the fall overturn each year woll]d
aipproach rome sort of equilibrii, n condition.
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Comment 15

Minimum daily flow on creek should be increased to at least 10 cfs or
more

Respanse

Conservation water storage (an-, release) is not nn 'mthorizel project purpose
but a betterment. Ruch a release is not conitempl.tel at this time.
Comment 16

A projected benefit of power is mentioned under (5) non-structura.l alternative.
Is some sort of energy producing plant anticipated at Trexler.

Response

Ihe reference has been corrected. There is no energy producing plant planned
for Trexler.

Comment 17

Lehigh River is not mentioned as an alternate source of water supply. If i
is not feasible, reasons need explanation.

Response

<aximum use of the Lehigh River for water supplies to Alentvrn and
surrounding areas prohibits additional use for projected needs.

Comment 18

DRBC calculated that reservoir must yield 31 MGD. Corps has arrived at a
minimum flow of 5cfs. If supplemental sources of water were used, yield
from Trexler could be reduced, enabling minimum flow to be increased.

esponse

Increase to 10 cfs is not sufficient to insure that the stream will
flow over the solution cavity portion or gravel laden portion of the stream
bed. U.S.G.S. studies indicate that a release of approximately 13 cfs
would be required to insure a visible flow in all portions of Jordan Creek.
It is noted that conservation water storage and releases are not authorized
project purposes.

I
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9
DEPT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT - PHILADELPHIA AREA OFFICE

Comment 1

Proposed project will not adversely affect any HUD financed project.

Comment 2

Benefits of combined flood control/recreation project far outweigh any of

the adverse environmental effects of the project.

Comment 3

Concur in comments of 2 Aug 72 letter from Joint Planning Commission of Lehigh/

Northampton Counties; requests that they irill receive due consideration durinr

finalization of project plans.

Response

Corps has considered the referenced planning suggestions.
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(oirnneril; I

Avi tixe Routes ',()O583 and 3005O '( will have to her re y f~ovr
cary te type of vehicle likely to ente th rrcr-f 1, re Ace:' fr'

Crafi'Lc Route 300Q will be -Proir0el entiArely b, townsliip r-7ris, hiavino ,n
adverse effect on local (-ov't which iwill h-ave over r50' )I' 1it: la)nd 'irca.
removed from the tax rolls.

:xin t.m 1,k' It905t'3 !azl ~)5 will bo i nunid ated i ho rca t'i. ordan *ei
except for 3-4 miles of 'Ghe non hi endl pres-entlii;-(- -.;,ces; to "rexior
'ario Preserve. That portion of the road is alciuni e to hiandle ;,,te Peev
%-ito-.,rs. Access into operational area!s idaen o theo .cereserve will
be from new roads desir ned for the p rpn . ccess rec'rration !areas
will be provided from medium duty roads or better or cr~ xisting, o-r
new roads.

2 ommnent"

!-'-pect tha,,t all final des ion oflgs tierue :1 ci:aerae -ilh
Penn2(YI design standardIs. tenuest- op port- ii tIn review lsl..hdo:a
progresses.

Response

This request will be accomodated.



UNITASTW fC AGRICUFLTURE -- 3 Ofl- CONE ERVATiON 2'R C

Coment 1

1-stablishment of permanent vegetative cover on the emergency '1pillway cut
area would reduce both short and lor term erosion.

Response

Top soil will be replaced on the emer;geney spillway, and it All be seeded
to frass for erosion control and aesthethics.

Comment C

Reestablishment of vegetation after -onstruclion cm si.nificnntlyv red!uce
9mount of sediment emitted to the rtrem system.

Response

Pisturbed areas will be reseeding in :tccordance with good conservation
methods. Piversions and retention dums will be implemented to cut down
the degree of erosion.

Comment 3

1cnw much Class II and I Agricultural land will be talen for the park.

Response

CIrass landis that are plannel for recreational use wi]i remain in sod. Other
agricultural land, in the recreational area, will be 'edd with a grass
mixtzre compatible to the area and prxJect use. 'The remaining- ajricultur:il
lands un,ler cultivation will be planted with various wildlife grass mixtures
and shrubs for the proparation and enliancement of willife. 'ihe'e ltlf;h
will be under the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania t;one Corsnisc ion.

I'ollnent I

*.!ore inform-aiion on soils and limitations of 1-)70 use -Ihould be includ.d

Response

Trexler lake consists of recreation, 'tate CaIme find rif ig-ation lands.
Areas, outside of the project are not within C n' jurisdiction. However, it
is imperative that these lands be subject to strict ern:rerval ioi) measure.:
in order to minimize rinoff and land erosion which would be detrimental to
the waters; of Trerler Lake. The prime resuonslibility for this rests w.ith
the private lanl owner and the 'oil Conser-,-i ion "istriet of ,ehigh ''ounty.
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Comment 5

Statements of 10 percent occurrence (10-4) should indicate a yearly set of
odds such as 10 percent chance of occurrence in any year, not once in 10
years.

Response

Concur.
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U.01. D,: 1ARTflNT OF CONIM:RCF,

Comment 1

Discuss thc possibility of providing artificial sp- mLn - aroa'.

Response

Additional studies pertaining to artific-l spawninv, arc':" f;r ,orUnr' fish
be undertaken if waranted by the ;-. Fish I'on:uis-ion, the Corps, and U. S. Dept.
of Interior.
Comment 2

List scientific and common names of fishes in the area.

Response

An inventory of the fish found in the area is listed in .ection 2. Pool level
will be maintained during the spawning season.

Comment 3

-ection 3.3(c) states that 1,200 acres of land will be permanently inundated
in addition to 2,525 acres now covered by existin , stream.

Response

The lake waters will permanently inundate i20 acres of land in addition to
the 80 acres now covered by the existing strem.

Comment 4

The effect of the project on ad,-Tromous fish rns sh uld be (lescribed and'I
the plan to introduce top predators should be cr rzfNlly evaluated.

Response

There are no anadromous fish in the -ordan Creek.

The Pennsylvania Fish Commission will propare a fish nannrement program
for the lake,including possible introduction of now roeies, but this will.
not be done until the dam an, lake are constructed.
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Comment 5

Resolve the inconsistency regarding power facility.

Response

No power facility is planned for the project. Corrections made in the
statement.

Comment 6

It would seem that debris accumulation in alternative dry reservoirs
would also accumulate in the project as planned.

Response

Concur. Debris that would accumulate on the face of the dam, during flood
stage, would be cleared and disposed of in accordance with Pennsylvania
Department of Health Standards. This is also discussed in chapter three.
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LEHIGH RIVER RESTORATION ASSOCIATION

Comment I

Is multi-level withdrawal system for nurposes of controlling water quality,
quantity, DO, and temperature? Will water be released to the stream in
varying amounts to maintain a constant la e elevwtion?

Response

ulti-level withdrawal will control water quality, quantity, DO and tempernture.
it also provides for downstrean releases. Pool level will be maintained
as nearly as possible at the top of the conservation pool.

Comment 2

Can coliform count be reduced when diluted in a major impoundment?

Response

Colifom count will be reduced by means of dilution.

C oment 3

Whnat steps can be taken to upgrade effluent (ovgen sac) from Trojan Powder
Company'.

Response

'Tis would come under the jurisdiction of PA and the Dept of ],nvironmental
Resources of PA.

Comment 4

Addition 1 Vita concerninC stratification in similar controlled impoundrents'.
Whliat are the effects of reduced DO in a stratified water body.

Response

Thermal stratification study has been made (See General Design Memorandum).
Low DO at any lake level would affect fishery. Trout would not live in
deep lake habitat regardless of whether an appropriate temperature is avail-
able. Multi-level release capability will insure water of acceptable
quality downstream.
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JOINT PLANNING CONVISSION -- LEIT(II/NORTiIAMPOI COITT;:,PTT

Comment 1

Value of recreation benefits is underestimated.

Response

Mie method of computation is deliberatly conservative.

Comment :

Procee(ures to protect the environment during- construction should be
included. Open Pit burning is unnecessar; materials can be salvaged;
rock and masonry rubble can be put tnder ater to enhiance aquatic
environment for fishlife.

Recpone

Y.. T. 2,tatement indicated burning as a possilbility. EIock an( mason,9ry will
be used to fill in the old foundations. V;urplus wood products can be chipped
• .nd distributed in areas above the im-oundent.

Conmnent '

Practices developed by 7TCC should be employed to reduce erosion and
siltation durin, constriction.

Corps shoiuLd investig-ate possibility of obtaining< -_il needed fill material
from within pool area to avoid necessity of reve -etat~nia borrow areas.

R{esponse

Concur.

Comment I

.'unda.mentally disagree that dam will allow development to occur in prior
flood plain of Jordan Creek dcwnstrenu of the dma. Advocate county acquisition
for use as a park; however, protection of .XICTIWG development in the flood
plain is a valid goal.

.(esponse

Conmcr
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Comment 5

Top paragraph should be reworded to read:

Water samples taken in 1968 in corrdination with Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources showed high fecal and streptococcal coliform counts.
This condition is probably due to improperly sreated domestic sewage,
livestock manure, and agricultural fertilizer runoff.

Response

Concur.

Comment 6

Major point sources of nutrients should be specifically indentified and
abated by PA Dept of Environmental Resources. Measures should be taken in
reservoir to reduce incoming nutrients. U uropean experiments indicate
that planting certain nutrient-reducing shallow-water rushes in the
reservoir is successful in reducing overall nutrient levels.

Response

Concur.

Comment 7

Reference to power generation should be deleted.

Response

Concur

Comment 8

On-site sewage treatment plant effluent should not be discharged into the
reservoir itself.

Response

The present concept would entail transport of collected sewage waste to
existing plants for treatment with no discharge to the Trexler pool.

Comment 9

Water supply is a major benefit of the proJect; withdrawal of water fromi
somewhere else in the watershed of the Lehigh Valley to supplement with-
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drawals from the reservoir should be investigated to possille enable
greater augmentation of downstream flows.

Response

This has been investigated and found unfeasible. Refer to the response to

DRBC Comment 18 in this section.
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F i.DRATION OF V-PORT,.IAI'S CLOrY' IN IUT COIThIh

C onment 1

Is multi-level \ithdrawal system for purposes of controlling water quality,
quantity, DO, and temperature? Will water be released to the strea-m in
varying amounts to maintain a constant lake elevation'

Response

Yes, to a certain degree. The rmnlti-level withdraw-ral system provides for
downstream releases in varying volumes; however, the pool level will be
maintained as nearly as possible at the top of the conservation pool.

Comment F

?,uestion the statistic that Trexler Take ill provide of 41 '!(? water
supply requirements of Lehigh County. Additional souroee- may become -avail-
able aprut from Trexler Reservoir.

Response

Dependable yield from the impoundmaent is (Ocfs with a morninj flow of' gef
or 38.78 MD in lieu of 41 MCD. Trexler will supply 94 " of the water
supply requirements of Lehigh County.

Comnent 3

Tordan Creek has not been without visible flow since 19h&'.

Response

Jordan Creek goes dry for various durations of time about every third
year.

Comment 4

Hassen Creek has a 7 - 10 MCD flow due to elimination of cone of depression
by filling of quarries.

Response

Concur
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The ,r, wter resources of Coi~ (unt,: nt,:nm;>1~b~ro rofL ' 4

-vora-4-e conclition.- olf Ilas-n Crec 1-. Ac coner: 'r,-K~ ~ rerlian-c',
flow, 1ias incre -ised from. 4-5A t c5l~ * ?exr' rmnmn i
stabilizedl, i-round water levelc and !ienor. lav. w <rc re- ill inorea:ze.

PFes-onse

*'oncur.
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11ic ion !,d b uil.t f'orvar il 'n*, '' se1'ino :
for ii ;r-al n'rha i n'] s r'ua 1!o-! I I. rt! i r t 1* iL n 1- W

the anwerto every wa:-ter pel"i

In addition to the purposes for a dam suggested in the comment, the
it-nal beonefits X flo .11r I e oro'. 1 h I. ov. :

greatest practical extent

'the eosnmient::! issne bY :.reert 11" t1)rat .fr fl~e
rnro~iect, it wa:r -tatedi that thiere aro esetapro,tem-! changes ic1-C,

m ad l defect in the U'T?. 'Tle Cernrs raid it no ICtns re-

evalna I~e the ro3eet as 5 1 0'd

ubrEiouent to the remnarks and ucetin offered b,-.- thke loc-al itA Region
F T !ever-il ext-ensive nioeeinjsc ,,ere heldl betwe7(en the OTA reviewer air th

re.snTonsibie 7:hiladelphi' ! District ('r iafinVrd items -h1 vree-1" ei'
Itncleair in +H:0 draft environ-menta-l iuatsl -tcomt h wve been -Lnlifie, i
"nml ela-ri$ Led coe erb n ther-e colIDber t !,-n-,,11o 'errs, in eordrtinat ion

wi~ tI:W Mhe -7ad 2,r -enti ini ied(t c efir -ora] im-prove upon the1 propose]l
''roy1 or T,aike- doimstreaz:- rele-so- pro-raira f'er il h ie,- ec'] Wter .?isl.t
Li- nnted thait none of -the impro-vements and refi nelnont.- 1o10W in,-:aeeomplxsh-
ed -ilversel:- affect the f'ntnarent,) zi st if! cat ion baris:iderlyvinos the poef



TREXLER TAKF ENVIRONMENTAL,

IMPACT STATEMENT

TABLE 1-2
DR.\WDOWN FIGURES FOR VARIOUS U. S. RESERVOIRS 1/

Fish Stand- Agu (Years)

Surface Area Mean (Feet) Pool Fluctu- ing Crop At time of
(Acres) . .Deth Maximm ation jeet lb/acre _ C____

Kentucky 158,30) 17 60 5 389 14

Pickwick 42,700 22 74 6 359 25
Wilson 15,930 37 108 3 303 34
'Wheeler 67,100 17 58 6 315 16
Guntersville 69,100 14 54 2 277 19
Hales Bar 6,420 21, 64 2 322 20
Chickamauga 34,500 17 55 6 160 20
Watts Bar 38,600 25 70 6 146 18

Fort Lindown 14,560 25 117 6 25 18

Ocoee's No. 1 1,769 47 120 15 314 49
Appalachia 1,120 52 130 15 77 16
Hiwassee 4,680 66 251 100 19 18

Melton Hill 5,720 21 70 t0 93 ]
Norris 34,200 60 200 60 124 22

Cherokee 19,103 41 123 60 211 17
Fort Patrick 890 30 97 5 311 7

Henry
Boone 4,880 44 125 3 324 10
So. Holston 7,58o 84 257 80 225 9
Watauga b,430 89 259 100 115 10

Douglass 19,703 36 1O0 30 125 18

Santeettah 2,860 55 180 45 53 31
Fontaria 8,680 128 440 130 52 17
Nantahala 1 ,380 83 230 55 33 17

I/ Source: DRBC, 28 June 1971
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TAiaLE 2-2
Cl I AA' )tGICAL I)A fA

I'('.), r~ltu l' Precipi lat ion Snowfal I
(h'','f s F.;1hr.n1,f , i t ( i nches )(i nchics)

M,1nth h'ii(I) ea lix(2) fluL() Mcan(IX) Max(2) Min(2) Mean(2) >ax(2)

Jan . 76 -10 3.36 6.16 0.71 8.0 23.2

reh 30. 1 73 -1'2 2.89 4.90 1.42 9.2 22.4

Mar 38.5 85 -5 3.52 7.21 1.39 6.6 3C.5

Apr 4().( 90 20 3.75 10.09 0.64 0.5 3.1

May oO.9 q5 30 3.74 7.88 0.09 1'

Jun 6(.7 102 39 3.72 6.59 0.34 0 0

,Jul 74.4 103 46 4.66 8.75 0.42 0 0

Aug 72.0 102 41 4.63 12.10 1.26 0 0

Sep 65.0 102 31 3.56 7.69 1.32 0 0

Oct 54.4 93 21 3.06 6.84 0.15 T 0.2

Nov 43.3 82 3 3.21 7.83 1.00 1.0 6.3

Dec 32.0 70 -4 3.31 5.75 0.39 7.5 16.6

Annual 51.7 43.41 3:2.8

(1) - Mean temperature is for 34 years of record at Allentown Gas
Company.

(IX) Mean precipitation is for 53 years of record at At lentown Gas
Co mpany.

(2) - Maximum and minimum temperatures and precipitation are for 21
years of record at Al 1 entown- Bet hliehem-F tston Airport

()-2
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